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Rationale.--In America we are committed to the principle that
"all men are created equal," This phrase has been interpreted to
mean that all are equal before the law and have equal ri^ts to an
education regardless of ability, race, or creed. More specifically
it means that all who can profit from education are entitled to that
education even though they might have limited abilities.
Hence, according to Weber, democracy is committed to the
education of all who are, or may be eapected to benefit from train¬
ing in a group setting designed to further their economic efficiency
and social adjustment. This group is known as "educable mentally
reteirded and our task then is to determine how can we best teach
the child who is considered educable in spite of his mentally handicaps,^
Who is the educable mentally retardate and why is he consider¬
ed an exertional being?
An exceptional child is one whose intellectual, physical, social,
or emotional needs are such that he offcer requires an adjustment or
change in his school program and management in order to receive maxi-
p
mum benefits from educational
Elmer W, Weber, Mentally Retarded Children and their Education
(^ringfield, lUinoisI Charles C, Thomas, 1963) ^ p, 93 •
2
Georgia State Department of Education, Program for Exceptional
Children (1964-65), p, 2.
1
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The child vho is mentally retarded has impaired or incoinplete
mental development. The educable mentally retarded child is one ybo
appears to have sufficient potential to acgrdre limited fundamental
academic skills hut may not he markedly different from the "average"
child except in degree of mental ahllltles. This child will have an
IQ of approximately 50 to 75. However, many of these students can
achieve satisfactory self-concept and can hecome self-sustaining and
contrlhutlng members of society,^
Years ago when a majority of the people lived rather simple
lives and performed tasks that required no hl^ degree of proficiency,
the standards for determining mental conpetency were much lower and
only the pronounced types of mentally retarded were recognized. How¬
ever, in o\ir complex soclsQ. and economic society of today a great deal
of emphasis is being placed on specialization and skill whereby the
problems must be met intelligently throvi£^ organized efforts of those
2
concerned with the health and welfare of all.
The development of the National Association for Retarded
Children, organized in 1950^ above all reflected the determination
of parents of mentally retarded children to face their problems more
openly and to attenpt to arrive at more satisfactory solutions. Efforts
of this grovp have been directed toward suitable legislation, develop¬
ment of community facilities for education and recreation, Inprovement
of institutional programs, better public understemdlng of the problems,
^Ibld,, p, 2,
Edward Goldstein, Selective Audi o-V-t Ruftl rnstivuntlon for Ment^-
ly Retarded Pupils (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C, Thomas, 1964), p, 9,
3
and toward support of research, and teacher-training programs,^
The authority for establishing and maintaining special education is
left to the local district and pi^Dgress is generally made in proportion
p
to the understanding and acceptance of the local community and district.
Much progress is being made in the area of curriculum development
as the nvunber of special classes have steeidlly Increased in Georgia. These
classes are organized in foxir age groiQ>ings, primary, intermediate, Junior
hl^, and senior hi£^ levels. Progression from one group to the nest is
based on chronological age and achievement according to ability. This
study was concerned with pupils who are educable mental retardates on
the intermediate level with an approximate chronological age range as de¬
scribed in the Georgia curriculum guide averaging from nine to thirteen
years and mental age ranging from six to ten ye2trs. These pupils may
demonstrate emotional disturbances, inappropriate attitudes and poor
3
work habits.
One of the problems facing teachers of educable mentally retarded
children as they plan their currlculuun is the matter of being able to
select suitable materials that will accomodate a wide range of abilities,
interests and needs. Martens points out that uuilts of eisperlence win
differ with every group of children, but there are three basic attributes
which will give to the well-developed unit of experience value. These at¬
tributes are as follows: (l) the experience should be real and not make-
believe, (2) the experience should provide for cooperative living that will
Harriett E. Blodgett and Grace Warfield, Understanding Ment^ly
Retarded Children (New York: Appleton-CenturyCrofts, Inc., 1959), P» 1*
2
Weber, op. clt., p. 93.
3
GeorgJLa State Department of Education, A guide to Curriculum
Development for Educable Mentally Retarded Children (1956), pp. 38-39.
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contribute to the child's experience of working with others, euad (3) the
results of these experiences should be emotionally, physically, and
mentally satisfying to the child,^
Experiences in arts and crafts, including all kinds of handwork,
plays a large part in the education of the mentally retarded since much
of their satisfaction €ind learning comes throu^ manual experiences.
Since this study deals with the development of a resource unit
in the area of arts and crafts for the educable mentally child on the
Intermediate level, it is my desire that this unit will not only provide
for training to develop motor ability, and produce skills and habits
for Industry and practical living, but will also serve as a means of
interpreting and giving form to ideas as well as to develop an under**
standing of the changes that have been and can be made in the future use
of raw materials.
Evolution of the •problem.—-The writer became Interested in the im¬
pact of effective methods of teaching arts and crafts and the relation¬
ship to the Intellectual, emotional, and social growth of the educable
mentally retarded child during her first year of teaching in the Atlanta
public schools.
Two-thirds of the pupils were adolescent boys who were not enthusi¬
astic about anything. Their attention span was very short, their Interests
varied, they presented behavior problems and the writer found herself in
a dilenmia as she attempted to plan for the groi;^ which consisted of only
three girls and nine boys who were much older than the girls.
In an attempt to become better acquainted with the p\:q)lls and their
^llse H, Martens, Curriculum Adjustments for the Mentally Retarded,
Office of Education Bulletin 1950^ No, 2 (1957)# P. 20,
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proMems, \mlts around tiae family and the home vere developed. During
the curt period Interpretations of their drawings were given, and at this
point more Information was revealed about the pupils and their relation¬
ship with the members of the family than throu^ any other actlvl;by throu^-
out the entire school day. This period proved to be a time when the pipils
coxxld best give “vien;b to their bottled-up Inward feelings."
A sarrvey revealed that only a very limited amount of research has
been done in the area of teaching arts and crafts in special classes for
the educable mentally ret^lrded child. With this factor in mind, I decided
to develcp a resource unit in this area with the hope that it will en¬
hance the experiences of these children as well as to give the special
classroom teachers greater lnsl£^t as to how they can best plan their
curriculum, in an attenpt to meet some of their many needs.
Contribution to educational knowledge.—This study was designed with
the hope that it will contribute to educational knowledge in the following
ways:
1. Provide teachers of educable mentally retarded children
on the intermediate level with more insist about the
child's level of development and perception of his environ¬
ment throu^ his free art expression.
2. Suggest thought provoking techniques and new materials to
guide, develop and Inspire the pupils to become more
original,
3. Reveal information that will bring about a better under¬
standing and acceptance of mentally retarded children on
the part of the principals, coordinators, and other pupil
personnel who lack knowledge of the many problems involved
in teaching these pxplls.
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4, Inspire other teachers of educahle mentally retarded
children to develop resource units in arts and crafts
for the primary, jTinior hi^, and senior hi^ school levels.
Statement of the -prohlem.—The problem Involved in this study was
to produce a resource unit useful in teaching arts and crafts to educahle
mentally retarded children on the intermediate level.
Purpose of the study.—The major purpose of the study was to
develop a resource unit in the area of arts and crafts that shows
how the usecf selective techniques and materials can be helpful in
developing the Intellectual, social and emotional adequacies of the
mentally retarded child on the intermediate level.
The specific purposes of this study were to:
1, Establish the philosophy of special education and its
goals for educahle mentally retarded children on the
elementary level,
2, Identify the specific areas in arts and crafts considered
to be of most interest and benefit to the educahle
mentally retarded child on the intermediate level,
3, Identify the i^ecific goals of arts and crafts for
educahle mentally retarded children on the intermediate
level,
4, Develop ejected outcomes that will prepare pupils to
utilize the materials, methods, and other resources of
art media more creatively in solving problems of originality
and independence of Judgement,
5, Provide suggested activities, materials, books, and other
resources to be utilized by other teachers in developing
7
the unit,
6, Provide suggestions that will assist in appraising pupils'
attitudes, as veil as an appraisal of what was leEu:7ied about
the topic and how they transferred the knowledge to the
finished product.
Limitations of the study.—This study was limited in that it
was designed primarily for educahle mentally retarded children on the
Intermediate level.
Another limitation of this study was the fact that the unit was
designed hy only one person for teachers's use, whereby, due to the
extensiveness of the area covered, the more desirable resource units
should be prepared by a grovp of teachers.
Definition of terms.—The significant terms xised throu^out this
study were defined as follows:
1. "Exceptional child" refers to the child whose intellectual,
physical, social or emotional needs are such that he often
reqxilres an adjxistment or a change in his school program
and management in order to receive maximum benefits from
educational e^erlences.^
2. "Educable mentally retarded" refers to the child who has
impaired or Incomplete mental development. The educable
mentally retarded child is of school age with an IQ range
P
of approximately 50 to 75 as diagnosed by a psychologist.
3. "Intermediate level" refers to the level of mentally retarded
children who are educable with an approximate chronological
^Georgia State D^aitment of Education (Program), op. cit.. p. 2.
2
Georgia State Department of Education (Guide), op, cit.. p. 2.
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age range from laine to thirteen, and a mental age range
from six to ten,^
4. "Resource unit" refers to a collection of materials, activities,
and resources related to an area or topic and it is organized
in a functional way for teachers's use in planning and develop-
O
ing a unit of work for his class.
5. "A unit of work" refers to a series of related activities
engaged in hy children in 'tiie process of realizing specific
puzposes which coincide with the alms of education.^
6. "Teaching unit" refers to a unit prepared for a specific
class wherein only one of several suhtoplcs related to
the broad area of the resource unit is used.
Locale of Idle study.—This study was conducted during the summer
of the 1966-67 school term at Atlanta University in Atlanta, Georgia.
Materials.—Data for study was gathered from the following selected
sources:
1. Books in the area of arts and crafts.
2. Books which contained data e:qpllcltly for the educable
mentally retarded.
3. Journals, magazines, bulletins, and other periodicals.
^Ibid.. p. 38.
^Harold B. Alberty and Elsie J, Alberty, Reorganizing the
School Curriculum (New York; The Macmillan Company, 1962), p. 422.
3
J, Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Child and HiS Curriculum
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., i960), p. 222,
Marguerite Thorsell, "Organizing Experience Units for Educable
Mentally Retarded." Exceptional Children. X3CVII, No, 4 (December, I961), 17
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4. Charts, phainplets, and guides from selected publishing
companies.
5. Films and filmstrips,
6. Curriculum guides designed for the mentaU.y retarded child.
Method of research,—The method of research employed in this study
vas a combination of documentary analysis and descriptive survey.
Operational steps,—The st^s in collecting data for this study were
as follows:
1, Selected books, magazines, periodicals, pamphlets and other
materials were surveyed for insist on the problem,
2, Resoxirce personnel and coordinators of art were contacted
for Interviews,
3, A sxirvey was made of the community and city for possible
places of Interest for field trips,
4, Selected books and articles on arts and crafts were surveyed
and analyzed for teaching techniques.
Materials were organized and a final copy of a thesis was
produced.
Survey of related literature.—Man is distinguished from animal
by his ability to create, and children are bom with this ability. The
most in^ortant resource of any society lies in the creativity of its
people, and the strength of a democratic society is based upon the differ-
ences of people and the recognition and fostering of these differences.
Therefore, it is imperative for schools to provide not only for the in-
tellectxial, physical, and social develc^ment of the child, but also his
creative and aesthetic development,^
^orma E, Cutts and Nicholas Moseley, Providing for Indivldtial
Differences (Englewood Cliffs, N, J,,: Prentice-HaJLl, Inc,, I961), p, 79.
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This study was concerned with the mentally reteirded child who is at
the pre-adolescence stage chronologically and about ready to enter into
adolescence. These stages are considered to be the most critical points
in creative development. As the child starts thinking about himself and
the approaching adulthood stage, he becomes more critical of himself.
The child looks at his work with the eyes of an adult, but realizes
that he is still working with the hands of a child. The discrepancy
between what he wishes to do and what he can do sometimes causes him to
stop working and he gives tip in frustration. There is no easy solution
to the problem of how to prepare children for this period of self-
criticism,^
In an effort to develop a resource unit that will assist teachers
of the educable mentally retarded child to better cope with the problems
at this frustrating stage, the following questions were considered:
1. ^o is the mentally retarded child and what is he like?
2. How is he located; and how shall he be grouped?
3. How shall his activities be guided?
4. What shall his curriculum Include and what teaching procedures
shall be used?
Martens defines mentally retarded children as being those who be¬
cause of poor Intellectual endowment are unable to cope with the standard
req\iirements of reguleu: grades. They Include approximately two percent
of the school population and are in need of special educational services
p
planned especially for intellectually sub-normal children,
Educable mentally retarded children as described by Ingram are slow-
^Ibid.. p. 97.
2
Martens, op. clt.. p, 1,
u
learning children within the approximate range of 50 to 75 or 79 IQ who
can achieve a degree of academic learning. The majority of them can grow
up to he responsible and independent citizens if they are enrolled in a
school program geared airound social and occupational training.
These children have the same fundamental needs as other individuals
even thou^ their needs are moreorless planned for and met in a different
manner,^
Mentally retarded children are not equally deficient. Most of
them can learn to work with concrete materials and objects better than
they CGUi learn to work with symbols or abstract ideas. Many of them can
master different kinds of Jobs successfully and are able to assume re¬
sponsibility for their families,^
The question arises around the identity of the mentally retarded
child and how can they be recognized? The mere fact that a pvpll does
not get along well in school, falls to read well, and is a trouble maker
in a regular classroom is not always an indication that the child is re¬
tarded. Many regular class teachers think in terms of the special class
as being a "dunplng ground" for pupils who possess such characteristics
as these, however.
To differentiate the groups, and to determine the specific needs of
a child; it is necessary that an adequate diagnosis be made. For educat¬
ional purposes, "diagnosis" is a clinical procedure administered by a
person trained in the use of Instruments and skilled in evaluating the
individual's responses to test items designed to reveal the level of
Christine P. Ingram, Education of the Slow-Leoming Child (New
York: The Ronald Press Company, 19^); p. 9«
Slartens, op. cit.. p. 8.
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fuactlonlng and the potential for success in various areas of learning.
It Includes a rating or score that compares the Individual's actual per¬
formances vlth vhat Is expected of him at his age level. It should also
include an analysis of areas of strength and weakness that may he useful
In educational planning,^
Alfred Blnet, a French psychologist is credited with devising
the first tiseful type of Intelligence test that would single out mentally
retarded children from those capable of profiting hy the education of the
regular classroom. This test has been revised several times and the
1937 revision has for many years been considered a standard In the area
of individual intelligence testing in the public schools. The i960 re¬
vision obtained by combiixlng forms L and M of the 1937 scale is now gain¬
ing much popularity in testing.^
Kirk states that in order for an educator to formulate a school
program to meet the needs of mentally handicapped children, a thorou^
study which included medical and social history, school history, emd the
results of a number of tests, verbal and performance intelligence tests,
achievement tests, social and personality tests and other tests needed
for an adequate diagnosis must be made. He further points out that after
all these procedures have been carried out, that such factors as ill
health, poor eye si^t or hearing and unwholesome environmental conditions
must be considered in making a thorough and conclusive diagnosis.^
1 '
Marion J. Erickson, The Mentally Retarded Child in the Classroom
(New York: The Macmillan Conipany, 1965), p. I8,
2
Samuel Kirk and G. Orville Johnson, Educating the Retarded Child




Once the mentally retarded child has heen identified the question
arises &8 to how a suitable cvurlctilum can he developed and how It shall
he tau^t.
Special classes are organized Into small vinlts so that as much
individual attention as possible can he given. On the other hand, the
mentally retarded child needs to develop concepts, skills, and attitudes
that will aid him In living amicably with the members of his home, school
and community. The most common form of group procedure used by teachers
of mentally retarded children Is the conventional discussion and planning
of a unit of work,
G!he '\inlt of work” Is a phrase which Is used to refer to a commonly
used me'ttiod of organizing learning e^qperlences. It can be defined as
a series of related activities engaged In by children In the process of
realizing specific puiposes which coincide with the alms of education,^
The unit method, according to Thorsell, can be arranged Into two
groups, namely, the resomrce unit and the teaching unit. The teaching
unit Is probably the most widely used method In both special and re*
gular education classes. It deals with one of several sub-topics
related to a broad area or t(^lc of the resource xmlt, considered as
p
a step between the resource unit and the classroom lesson,*^
According to Alberty, sometimes referred to as the "father of the
resource unit,” the resource xinlt Is a systematic and comprehensive
survey, analysis, and organization of the possible resources (e, g,, per¬
sonnel, problems. Issues, activities, bibliographies) and suggestions
^e, op. clt.. p, 222,
2
Thorsell, op. clt.. p, I78,
as to their use which a teacher might utilize in planning, developing,
and evaluating a proposed learning unit in the classroom,^
In order for a teacher to facilitate the organization of experiences
at levels at which they are most helpful in the child's life, he must
reach out and bring a particular experience into classroom situations
in such a way that the child will be able to go from the classroom pre¬
pared to meet the same type of experience at home or in the community
with a better understanding of its meaning.
A program of art education must be governed by the characteristics
and requirements of the age grot^ concerned. Adolescence is acconpanied
by a number of particular problems associated with characteristic physical.
Intellectual and emotional changes that demand modified educational treat¬
ment as the pupils develop.
Gaitskell, after six years of xesearch with adolescents engaged
in art activities, states that the study revealed a number of trends in
their behavior that have marked effects upon their work. The findings
yielded that adolescence is a period in idiich youth is engaged in a
struggle to reach maturity, and in order to help the pupils in achieving
this goal, accomodations must be provided so that the learners may adjust
themselves as readily as possible to the changes restiltlng from physical
P
growth.
The study further pointed out that a program must be devised so
that the pvtplls may improve in their ability to reach decisions, to take
on responsibility and to think objectively. Their art must help them
^Alberty, op. cit.. p.
2
Charles D, Gaitskell and Margaret R, Gaitskell, Art Education
During Adolescence (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Conpany, 1964), pp, 2-4,
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overcome tensions and employ feeling in e25»ressive acts of a constructive
nature. In the final analysis GaltskeH feels that the objectives of
art education should provide not only personal satisfaction to the p\;^lls>
hut also therapeudic values to those who suffer from immaturity and
emotional tensions.
EUsvorth defines art as being a language of line, form, and
color throu^ which one may egress feelings and attitudes. It is the
creative power of the human spirit which gives a personal response to a
need or an experience,^
Since the mentally retarded child is quite limited as far as
creativity is concerned, what then is the role of this child's teacher
as he attenpts to shape his growth and development?
Blodgett states that it is inportant that the retardate he given
an qppoirtunlty to work with many and varied materials. The fact that
his attention span is likely to he short, he will need many changes to
keep him occipled. He does not have much opportunity to explore and
find new materials for himself, thus, it is the responsihllity of the
classroom teacher to provide him with a variety of experiences that will
allow him to feel, handle, experiment with materials before he is ready
to construct or hvdld,
Lee has indicated that the atmosphere of the az*ts and crafts
classroom should he conducive to learning and the materials should he
easily accessible. The child's experiences should he rich and althou^
he needs freedom, he also needs stimulation and guidance. As the child
i ^ ' ’
Maud Ellsworth and Mchael P, Andrews, Growing with Art (Chicago;
!nie L, W, Singer Co,, Inc., i960), p. 1.
Blodgett, on, cit.. p. 106.
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feels the need of techniques, the teacher should help him worh then
out, Hovever, in giving guidance, she must never condemn. Instead,
she might ask how he thinks he could Iniprove upon the project and if
he then has no ideas, it is at this point that she mi£^t suggest some
possibilities
Martens states that e:q)erlences in the various fields of art
Including both fine and practical arts have an Important place in the
school curriculum for retcorded children. Drawing, painting, stenciling,
modeling, household artsj pottery, metal work, leather tooling emd other
handicrafts all offer an abundant opportunity for both appreciative and
creative expression. Interest and ability in these fields are among the
strongest assets which retarded children possess and they constitute
an emotional stablizer and at the same time offer great possibilities
for enriching the lives of the pupils. It is not to be expected that
the children will ever become exceedingly adept in their performance,
but they will secure emotional satisfaction and in some cases will
make creditable progress. Thus, they will become socially more accept¬
able in a normal group,^
In planning activities in the arts for the classroom. Martens
further states that the teacher should keep constantly in mind (l) the
social characteristics of various age and ability levels and (2) the
need for differentiating the curriculum according to'these age and
ability levels. To secure 'the grea-best -value from -the activities, -the
teacher should see -to it -that the work of -the pupil is spon-taneous.
‘Lee, op, cit.. p, 6l6,
;
‘Martens, OP. cit,, p. 59.
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satisfying and a part of the experience unit under vay In the classroom.
According to Llnderman, recent Investigations have Indicated that
some attrihutes of creativeness Include Inventiveness, originality,
fluency of ideas. Independence of Judgment, aesthetic sensitivity and
the ability to analyze. Since the mentally retarded child Is lacking
In most of these attributes, vhat approach can teachers of these children
develop to unfold such qualities? How well can the mentally retarded
child learn to respond to his world of experiences by developing per-
c^tual awareness throu^ vlsusJ., tactile, auditive and elfactory.ex¬
periences? These questions will be given consideration during the
survey of literature related to the study of arts and crafts for the
Intermediate level mentally retarded children,^
Curing a recent seminar questions were raised as to whether
teachers should be allowed to work on curriculum guides, A group of
principals were asked to respond to either side of l^e question. They
unanimously agreed that there Is no better means of getting teachers
to tedce a good long look at goad^ and objectives, methods and pro¬
cedures, local resources, some means of evaluation, and as a result
they could take a more critical look at their own teaching than to
have them work on resource units, cxirrlculum guides, etc,^ Ihe group
concluded that the teachers knew the nature of the child, they knew
about his problems and his needs and It Is definitely the responsibility
Earl W, Llnderman, **DevelOTing Perceptual Awareness, " Arts and
Activities. Yearbook, No, 4 (19^)# PP* 64-65,
2
William P, Gardner, "Should Teachers Work on Curriculum Gxjides?"
The Instructor (March, I966), p, 17*
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of the teacher to try to assist the child In tneetlng these needs as
she plans his cuxTlculum.
Xhe resource uzd-t Is the first step In the unit method of teaching.
Resource imlts are written for teacher's use and consist of collections
of resources and materials which are related to a broad area and organized
In a functional way. The diaracterlstlcs of the resource unit are listed
by Thorsell In the following manner:
1. They are written to the teacher and are for his use
In planning with the children.
2. They are organized for quick and ready use, usually
accoirdlng to types of activities, subproblems or
objectives.
3. They contain a wealth of material and suggest a good
many activities from vhlch the teacher makes a selection.
4. They are written with no particular group of children
In mind althou^ they usually are written for a partlcxiLar
grade level and contain some material for a wide age span.^
\lhen adequately developed, the resource unit can offer practical
help to the teacher without limiting pupil-teacher initiative. They
help teachers relate work in their own fields to that carried on In
other fields.
The survey of related literature can be summarized by stating that
today the Individual and creative aspects of manipulative experiences
are recognized to serve as a means of e:cpresslon, of Intezpretlng and
giving form to idea, of solving problems and of vitalizing and motivating
interest In other subjects. These e:q>eriences also help to develop under¬
standing of the changes man has made In his use of raw materials, as well
as to provide for the Interdependence and cooperation of workers.^
^T?horsell, op. clt., p. I78,
2
,
Ingram, op. clt.. pp. 204-205.
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Reso\irce units can Ise used in a curriculum pattern organized around
textbooks and they cEin te used In a coinpletely flexible set~iip vhere
teachers and puplls are free to select the units they wish to study,
A teacher can draw on the resource unit for many approewhes to challenge
and motivate the pxjplls as well as to help them tarry out their ptirposes,^
As the child csirrles out his purpose, he should learn what tools and
materials to use and how to use them. He should be tau^t to appreciate
sound standards of workmanship and to develop a feeling of self-respect
In a piece of work well done.
1
"Resource Units, a bulletin prepared for Atlanta Public Schools
and adapted from Resource Utalts In the Curriculum Program. Bulletin No, 5
(Planning Program, n, d,) p, 2 (Mimeographed,)
CHAPTER II
ORIENTATION FOR TEACHERS
The principles for teaching the educahle mentally retailed are
essentially the same principles based upon a thorou^ understanding
of child grovth and development and learning theory for aU children
The process by which children lesum is much the same from one
child to another* Differences that are found are related primarily
to specific characteristics of retarded children with variability
being more quantitative than qualitative*
Some of the principles for teaching children who are educable
mentally retarded Include:
* The child will reqtilre special instructional materials
geared to his rate of development* Since most existing
materials are geared to the development of the average
child, the teacher must Inprovise, ad,]ust and adapt
existing materials and construct new materials*
* The child will require systematic instruction* Skills,
knowledges and attitudes to be learned should not be
expected to result from accidental or incidental ex¬
posure but be the result of purposeful, sequential and
step-by-step instruction compatible with the child's
development and ability to master materials*
* The child requires Individualized instruction* Such
Instruction involves not only the selection and adapta¬
tion of instructional techniques and materials for and
to the child's achievement level but also prescription
instruction based i:q>on an assessment of the child's
specific strengths and weaknesses in Intellectual
functioning*
* The child requires experiences of success* Instruction
should recognize the need for short-and long-term goals
within the child's ability to achieve, the need for
20
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positive experiences of success and the need for the
child to recognize that he has been successful.
Althou^ retarded children are not creative In the general sense
of the vord, they love handicraft because It satisfies a nximber of
their needs In a special way. When a person can see the results of
his efforts, and to the child who is frustrated, it means a great deed
for him to make a long mark on a sheet of paper with a piece of crayon
and see his mark. He may lack speech or imagination, but should his
mother mention the nark In any way, he will continue to make many
2
marks.
Art Is In the school because art experiences eidd to the total
growth of children. Art Is doing anything that needs to be done in the
most beautiful way that it can be done. Art is a language of line, form,
and color throu^ which one may express feelings and attitudes. Art may
be found in many activities, from the building of a cathedral to setting
a table for breakfast or arranging arithmetic problems on a page. Art
is the creative power of the human spirit. It is not imitation. It is
a personal response to a need or an experience,3
When ttie teacher sets up goals toward art education, attention is
centered on child growth rather than on the products that come from the
art class.
^Georgia State D^artment of Education, Program for Exceptional
Children (1964-65), p. 2,
2
Bernice Wells Csirlson and David R, Gin^end, Flay Activities for
the Retarded Child (New York; Abingdon Press, I961), p, 94,
3
Maud Ellsworth and Michael F, Andrews, Growing with Art (Chicago;
The L, W, Singer Co,, Inc,, i960), p, 1,
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Iftien children create their ovn dratrlngs, tsaike decisions in
selecting colors, plan and carry out projects such as carving, paper
construction and other varied art activities, under the guidance of a
good teacher, they develop mentally, physically, emotionally, and
spiritually. When they follov dictation, color in color hooks, or
copy pictures, they lose confidence in their own powers, are afraid
to think creatively, and tend to he easily led hy others,^
Chapter I attempted to identify the mentally retarded child and
a brief survey of literature emphasized the importance of utilizing
organized experiences that are closely related to the child's life
and interests.
Chapter II is designed to acquaint the teacher with information
that will he meaningful in planning the resource unit to he used in
teaching the educahle mentally retarded child in the area of arts and
crafts ,
This chapter is outlined as follows:
1, Historical Development of Art Education
2, Some Characteristics of the Arts and Crafts Program
3, Provision for Creativeness of Retarded Children
4, The Method of Acquiring Skills in Arts and Crafts
5» Provisions for Freedom of Thou^t
6, The Fusion of Art with E::qperience in Life
7, Developing the Interests cf the Learner
8, Relating the Individual to his Social Group Activities
9* ®ie Puiposes of Art Education in Today's Schools
1 —-
Ellsworth and Andrews, op. cit,. p, 1,
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10, Applicability of Puiposes in teaching Educable Mentally
Retarded Children
TTifitortcal development of art education.—Art has meant different
things to different people at different times. The term as we use it to¬
day probably derives from the Renaissance words Arti and Arte. Artl was
the designation for the craft guilds of the l4th, 15th and l6th century
to which the artists were closely tied by the traditions of their calling.
Arte, the word for craftsmanship, lo^lled a knowledge of materials used
by artists, such as the chemical nature of his pigments and their inter¬
action with one another, as well eis the grounds on which a painter applied
those pigments. Arte or craftsmanship also inplied a skillful handling
of those materials in the sense of producing Images more or less like those
of nature, but certainly not in the sense of imitating the exact appear¬
ance of nature. Art in the Renalsssmce thus served as both a technical
and an intezpretlve record of human e:q>erlence; it has continued to ful¬
fill this fUcntion down to the present time althou^ more meagerly at
some times than others. At times, as in the 19th century, emphasis was
placed on the technical aspects of art, but in the hands of the greatest
masters, it always remained "interpretive,"
In the past fifty years great changes have been made in the school
art program. School art in the past consisted of exercises designed to
"train the hand and eye," Children were made to draw objects such as
vases of flowers, animals and fruit. The drawings produced were supposed
to be photographic copies of the objects seen. The drawings, skill, and
technique were the values considered most important in child art. Children
were given the formula for color and spent considerable time studying color
charts from which they were tau^t to select a number of standard color
2k
arrangements. They also drew chsilk "boxes and rallwad tracks to learn
perspective. Copies were made of the drawings and paintings of professional
artists. Art teachers were usvially specialists, trained chiefly in the
techniques of the artist,^
This former program catered little to the child's needs and there
were no provisions for independent thinking or feeling. However, with
the change from a dictated, fonnal art program to one which allowed the
child great freedom, it is now "believed that every child can produce art
work which for him is new, superior, or unique when compeired with previous
art techniques.
Some characteristics of the arts and crafts program.—The school art
program of today in "both elementary and secondary schools, has a number
of clearly defined characteristics. Most of these which typify contempo¬
rary art education are not peculiar to this branch of education alone.
They are found in many other brances and this is to "be e:xpected since many
of the advances which have been made in art education are the result of
philosophical., psychological, aind sociological thinking which has influenced
general education. The most outstanding characteristics of the present
day eirt program and (probably the program in other fields as well) seem
to be these: (l) the provision for creativeness in all activities for aiU
paurtlcipantsj (2) the method of acqtilring skills through activities which
engage the emotions and intellect of the leatmer; (3) the provisions made
for the leaimer to enjoy freedom of thought; (4) the manner in which au’t
is fused with experience in the life of the child; (5) the stress which
is placed upon developing the taste of the leairner; and (6) the manner
— I
,
C, D, Gaitskell, Art and Crafts in our Schools (Peoria, Illinois:
Chajrles A, Bennett Co., Inc,, 1959)> P. 2
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In which art education is uded to relate the individual to his social
groTip,^
Characteristics of young children's drawings and paintings include
leaving off of parts not immediately important and the enlarging of those
of emotional significance to the child working* Children draw things as
they xmderstand them, not as they appear to adults,
IJhen given strong motivation and the help that is needed, children
enjoy creative art experience. It satisfies their desire for independence,
eases emotional tensions, and gives them status as Individuals, Group pro¬
jects may promote social, adjustment and give the feeling of the greater
personal achievement that comes ty combining one's efforts with those of
others,^
Provision for creativeness of retarded children.—One of the most
important ideas affecting art education is closely related to the creative
ability of children. It is now believed that every child can produce art
work which for him is new. Creativeness is therefore no longer considered
a special ability reserved for the gifted minority.
Experiences in the various fields of eirt, including both so-called
fine and practical arts, have an Importsint place in the school curriculum
for retarded children. Drawing, painting, stenciling, modeling; house¬
hold arts; pottery, metal work, leather tooling, and other handicrafts all
stand side by side in offering abundant opportunity for both appreciation
and creative expression. Interest and ability in these fields are among
the strongest assets which retarded children possess. They constitute an
^Gaitskell, op, cit.. p, 2,
2
Ellsworth and Andrews, op, cit.. p, 3,
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emotional staMllzer, at the same time offering great possibilities for
enriching the lives of the pi5>ils. It is not to be eij^iected that the
children viU become exceedin^y adept in their performance, but they
will secure emotional satisfaction and in some cases win make creditable
progress, thus becoming socially more acceptable in a normal group,^
Creative expression is a method of teaching art or a way of working
with materials that gives the child:
(a) the opportunity to choose his own ideas or subject matter
for his art,
(b) the freedom to express it (create or make the shape of
the forms) in his own way,
(c) the ri^t to organize it in his own way.
This complete freedom of the individual to choose, to express, and
to organize is what creative art education means, \nienever the child is
given all of these choices, creative expression is the method of teaching
and working in art, and it can be readily Idehtlfled because the content
of each child's painting is different from that of every other.
How, then, can the atmosphere of the mentally retarded child be con¬
ducive to creative art work? In the first place, the child's experience
must be rich. They must have ideas and feelings they wish to express.
The situation must be free. Materials should be easily accessible; such
eis large sheets of ine:q)ensive paper on a convenient work place, many colors
of paint to eliminate the necessity of having to mix £in although there should
be a time for art, there should be freedom to take advantage of inspirations
at any time they may occur.
The same teaching procedvires used in art for the average child are
^Elise H, Martens, Curriculum Adiust^nts for the Mentally Retarded.
Office of Education Bulletin 1950, No, 2 (1957), P. 20.
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pratlcal and effective for the educahle mentally handicapped child. The
teacher, must, however, keep In mind that more Individual attention Is re¬
quired for these children than for the average. She must also remember
that no matter how efficient the teaching practices may be that the pro¬
gress will be slow and the standard of work lower than for the average
child. Above all she need not compare his work with that of the normal
child or any other child since productivity In art has Intrinsic value
In Its e3q)resslon alone and need not have relationship with the work of
others.
The method of acquiring skills.—Many adults must look back upon
the numerous skills they acquired when they were young and wonder what
has become of them. Sometimes these skills are half remembered, but If
they are required to use them In their dally lives, they would not have
to relearn them for them to be of value.
Today the ptpll Is expected to say something throu^ his art. In
his desire to tell about happenings In his life, and by means of solving
problems which Interest him, he Increases his skill In arts and crafts.
Skill must now grow in relation to the Intellect and emotions of the learner,
A child cannot develop skill efficiently by painting or making something
he does not enjoy.
Many different things besides objects make people happy. These in¬
clude feelings. Ideas, activities, hobbies, parties, friends, that trip
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during their Burmner vacation or anticipating a coming event.
The provisionB for freedom of thou^t.—Years ago teachers gave
children a fozmila for making designs. Color arrangements vere taken
from charts and many rules were memorized in keying with their surb
activities. The results of this form of teaching were vusually uniform
and uninteresting.
Another method formerly used was the "step-hy-step" form of in¬
struction wherein a pattern was shown the class; a preliminary demon¬
stration was given by the teacher; the work was completed by the children,
imitating the demonstration; a new demonstration was given and this went
on until the project was completed. All of the children’s work looked
the same.
V
Today this type of instruction is not recommended. It is believed
that eirt education should be a form of thinking; and that an overemphasis
of step-by-step teaching Interferes greatly with the pupils' thinking.
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When a piQ)il wishes to make something, he may require certain information
in advance regarding certain particulars regarding the use of tools or
materials, hut whenever possible, he should be allowed to face the problem
of how to go about his own work. Help him only when he requests it.
The fusion of art with experiences in life.—In art education, it is
becoming increasingly apparent that the former discrete subject of art
should should be fused with the life e:q>eriences of the child. These ex¬
periences he finds at home, at play and at school,^
All art activities based upon experience must be integrated with art
education if the child is to get personal appreciation from the finished
product. Experience usually comes to a child in a disorganized group of
impressions. The classroom is the place where we attenpt to sinplify
e:perience for the child. By means of written conpositlon, art, and
other activities, the child sorts out his varied thou^ts and feelings
about his experiences and attenpts to give them coherent form.^
After a child goes somewhere, or does something, he must then make
his own STimmary in his own way. He must not be given patterns to follow.
Patterns, such as stick men, or a series of circles, squares, ovals,
triangles to form chickens and rabbits, or pictures to color, or copy,
only confuse him and prevent him from developing his own ideas and causes
him not to profit from some personal experiences.
The mentally retarded child, in spite of his limited learning abili¬
ties, can profit more adequately in a learning situation if he is allowed
to express himself more significantly. This can be done during the shar-
- ^ ,




ing period, whenever he eahihlts vinusual interest around a given subject.
Many more questions may have to be asked the retarded child about a situat-
1
ion experienced by him, but once his enthusiasm is hei^tened, he ustially
will relate everything, Vhlle the enthusiasm is hl^, he should be en¬
couraged to draw pictures around his Interests,
A typical example of the fusion of art with experiences in life hap¬
pened several months ago in our classroom when Mayor Allen's Interest was
soaring around the possibility of securing a dome for the Atlanta Stadltim,
During our sharing period most of the boys in the class contributed some¬
thing that was centered around this idea.
Several days later one of the dullest boys in the class, academically
wise, drew a racing ceir with a plastic dome over the passenger's seat,
When I questioned him about the drawing, he stated that he thou^t "it
t®” after having heard Mr, Allen discussing the proposal concerning cover¬
ing tq) the Atlanta Stadium, I wondered why he had not drawn the picture
of the stadium with a cover Instead of the racing car. He stated that he
"just like to draw cars,"
Not only does he enjoy crawing cars, but he enjoys attaching several
flashli^t batteries to plastic ceurs that he has assembled and causes the
cars to race all over the floor
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This is an exEimple of the racing car which he designed with a
plastic top*
Developing the taste of the learner.—The development of taste is
said to come about largely throu^ creative work. The wei^t of opinion
would seem to indicate that a person can Inprove his taste regarding
pictures by making some pictures, Te^te is also developed by studying
good examples of work done by others.
Good taste is InportEint since it adds to the enjoyment of life.
Good taste is something that is learned and not inherited, and many
people believe that environment plays a great role upon its development.
In order to help children develop their taste, teachers must be ex¬
tremely careful about the appearance of the school rooms and halls. The
pictures placed in a school affect chlldrei:w Displays should be selected
from good art, both children's and professionals' work. The paintings
should have good qualities of design, and should not be sentimental.^
Decorations for the classroom should not be overdone. For example
^Gaitskell, op. cit.. p, 7.
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some classrooms may be seen In which decorations have been painted on the
windows. Many times these decorations tend to block the U^t as well as
they fall to relate themselves to the exterior of the building.
Good tsiste can be created In the classroom by having the children
start with blaisk surfaces and create a design that Is pleasing to the
eye, A typical exanple of this was experienced during last fall when
one of the pT;iplls picked up some colorful leaves from the playgrovind
during the physical education period. Our class Is always the recipient
of discarded materials as we always solicit these Items from the teachers.
We had on hand a lanip shade. One of the p^plls held one of the colorful
leaves against the shade and It was decided that we would use It to de¬
sign the lamp. This was done quite attratlvely In yarn and we received
many conpllments for such a tinlque Idea.
Exanple:
Autumn leaves and yarn
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Cultural differences and environmental ■backgro\jnds cause differ¬
ences in the eurt of children. What tjfpe of leaves do you feel that a
child from Havaii would have placed on the lamp shade if she had been
inspired to decorate the shade. In all probability she would have
chosen a long leaf from the pad.m tree instead of the type that we had
found on the playground.
Relating the individual to his social group.—If art education Is to
be efficient, it must assist in the effective personal development of the
individual, and must be related to the activities of the social group.
When the work produced is accepted as the end product of the program, al¬
most any form of individual behavior may, at least in theory, be condoned
or Ignored. When the emphasis, on the other hand, is placed upon the
development of the Individual as a person, not solely as a producer of
art, the concept of the individual's personal behavior in relation to
his associates takes on great significance.^
I
Art education has been affected by the idea that school must be a
place where pupils go not only to learn, but also to carry on a way of
life. The art program of today is not considered adequate unless it
tends to bring about growth in the child's iinderstanding of life in re¬
lation to his social group. Hence, one may find in the art class groups
of children working upon common problems. By means of group activities,
children are expected to realize not only that their actions affect the
lives of their associates, but also that the hipest satisfaction they
can obtain is derived from serving their fellows,^
^Ellsworth and Andrews, op. cit.. p, 26,
2
Ibid, p, 26,
The intermediate grades are cruical for children. Because they
are hecoming more aware of the world around them and especieJJ-y of adult
ways, they tend to reject for themselves things that they feel are "baby¬
ish.
At this age many of their artistic ideas come from school subjects
and are carried out in gro^p activities. Since all mural projects ceur-
ried out in school have one aim In conmon and that is to help the children
learn to work together, the success of such an undertaking should be meas¬
ured by how well they cooperated than by the results of the finished pro¬
duct.^
Viktor Lowenfeld defines the function of this kind of group work in
the following manner: “The teacher has to know that grov^ has ... meaning
when the child gets the feeling that he could not have achieved singly
what the grot^ has accomplished, and that his contribution is an Important
part of the whole. If the child can have the feeling that he alone could
have accoinpllshed a similar work, the group would not have fulfilled its
purpose. On the contrary, group work mi^t even have frustrated the
child."3
The purposes of art education in today's schools.—In recent years
developments in art education at the elementary school level have tendered
to stress the intellectual and emotional gix)wth of the Individual more
than the acquisition of such skills as the professional ml^t require to
produce art forms. Stress is laid xpon the concept that the individual
■*31anche Jefferson. Teaching Art to Children. (Boston: Allyn




Viktor Lowenfeld, Creative and Mental Growth. (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1959) > P. 353.
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must develop in relation to his social group and must contribute to the
group life about him. These ideas are, of course but an extension of the
concept of the democratic ideal translated into terms of art education.
The tvo main pvirposes of teaching art in the schools of today mi^t
be stated:
1, Art is included in the school program to assist the Individual
to develop to the fullest extent of his needs and capacities,
2, Art is offered to assist the individual to become a useful,
valued, and co-operative member of his social group.
These two chief edLms of art education may be defined more specific¬
ally, Art is Included in the school program so that:
(a) Children may understand something of the tiue nature of artistic
acts;
(b) They shall acquire skills in relation to art actlvites;
(c) They shall learn to use wisely those freedoms of thou^t and
action which accompany artistic practices;
(d) Throu^ art they shall develop greater Insight into the nature
of democractlc practices;
(e) They shall come into more intimate contact with their environment
throu^ art activities;
(f) By means of artistic experiences they shall develop worthy
standards of taste,^
The above stated objectives are considered to be quite broad in
that the total personeillty within its social setting is Involved.
It is important to recognize that a part of the inadequacy of the men¬
tally retarded in our present day society is not a primary result of re¬
duced Intellectual ability. In many instances a substantial degree of this
overall inadequacy is a consequence of poor social and interpersonal skills,
1
Galtskell, op. clt.. p, 9*
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emotional instability and other general personality traits. These ceuses
many times are created because of poor development of educational and
occupational skills. Art education should include experiences for the
development of these Ineuieguacles,^
John H, Fischer states that the quality of school programs should be
raised for all children. He further states that one of the major purposes
of oxir schools in planning the curricvil\im is to set up criteria toward equal¬
izing the educational opportunities for all, the advantaged child who is
free of handicaps of any kind as well 08 for the disadvantaged child who
may also be mentally and physically handicapped,^
It has been pointed out that art education should provide for the
child to use his eyes, ears, eis well as his sense of touch. Trips that
take the disadvantaged child away from his own nel^borhood has a chance
to listen to stories, picture painting, anything that provides stimu¬
lation throu^ his senses presents him with new and modified concepts
that will challenge him to greater spontaneity in creative activities,^
According to Cecere, what we see, and how we see provides stimulation
for any art participation, Throu^ the refinement of the senses the teach¬
er will be able to vinfold the creative abilities of children and in order
for -the teacher to be able to enrich the perceptions of children, she
SfiUiam I, Gardner and Herschel W, Nisonger, "Guidelines in Progrsun
Development," A ^nograph Suimlfiiaent to The American Journal of Men-tal
Deficiency Vol, 66, No, 4 (J^uary, 1962), p, 33,
2
John H, Fischer, "Meeting Our Educational Needs," Parents*. XLI, No,
9 (September, 1966), p. 52,
3
Jack McClellan and Millard Black, The Dlsad-vantaged Child, A
Profile of Problems and Needs," The Instructor, (May, I967), p. 2,
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must also learn to become sensitive to the vorld around her and its
natural beauty,^
According to James M. Moss, the responsibility of the schools is to
make learning possible and meaningful. It is the responsibility of the
child to learn. Children who are mentally retarded need to experience ac¬
tivities that offer concreteness because of their inability to perceive
abstractions. Many teachers of the educable mentally retarded children
improvise many of the audio-visxial materials used in the classroom in an
effort to instigate these real life sitiiations,'^
While art education can offer no ultimate solutions to the problems
of life, it can be a key agent in shaping the feelings and sensibilities
of children. Ihe arts can sharpen our understanding of precise form and
imagery.
The child, according to Laura Chapman, produces or performs in the
arts in order to learn about the materials, tools, and qualities he can
manipulate to create a work of art. The practical problems of choosing
art activities and deciding the guidance to give the child are almost
solved when we pinpoint the knowledge, skills, and attitudes he will
need to discover the meanings the arts can hold for him. Not that these
meanings are for the child to discover, they are the raw materials he must
have to create his own definition of beauty and to find his own means of
expressing himself,^
^James G, Cecere, "The Art of Perception." School Arts. (September,
1966), 2.
2
James W, Moss, "The Education of Handicapped Children," Audiovisual
Instruction (November, I966), p, 708,
3
Laura Hill Chapman, "What you can Teach Children about Art," Child¬
hood Education (December, I966), vol, ^3, No, 4, p, 37,
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Zaky points out that It is not an accepted fact that one of the
main objects of art education is providing the child with situations
in which he can use his deeply rooted creative impulse without inhibition,
confident in his kind of e::^resslon. One of the basic problems, however,
that confronts the eurt educator is providing the child with a stimulating
environment which allows an opportunity of his self-expression.^
Teachers in art education are concerned with cultural values to be
sure, but they are also concerned with art as a means of communication.
Art in the classroom is not confined to the teaching of painting, crafts,
designs, etc., it has a vital connection with the methodology of teaching.
Art cam help children learn arithmetic, science, reading or any other
phase in the curriculum by utilizing an xmusual avenue of approach to the
child's brain. Art makes application of an additional one of the several
raultisensory devices. When a teacher uses drawings, murals, and arrange¬
ments with this in mind and, when the class is encouraged to participate
in these things, a child not only utilizes his eyes and ears but he also
makes use of the sense and touch. A pupil may learn as much about the
American Indian by manipulating a piece of clay or making a drawing as
he learns by reading a book or seeing a fllm.^
In summary, it can be stated that the place of art education in
today's schools is to relate education to the actual needs of all piQ>lls
as Individuals and as members of a contemporary society, and to meet ex¬
isting problems in real life-situations. Art in education must follow
1
Loufty Zaky, "Art Education Accessible to All," School Arts. Vol. 66,
No. 9 (May, I967), p. 19>
2
Blanche McDonald and Leslie W. Nelson, Methods that Teach. (Dubuque,
Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Company, 1958), p. 233•
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this example more than it heus to date and provide all pv^lls - not only
the talented few - with opportunities to make art function as a vital
part of everyday life. This Is the challenge to art education raised
by the current Interest in general education,^
AT3Pllcablllty of •purposes In teaching educable mentally retarded
children.—Guidance in art is the educational technique by which a teacher
assists children to express whatever they have to say In the manner which
makes their expression most effective. All slow learners need guidance
of this kind. Guidance Is an Individual matter in the sense that a men¬
tally retarded child should receive it only when he needs it, and only
to the extent to which he can profit from it. Too little guidance leaves
a slow learner frustrated and unable to proceed with his art activity;
too much guidance is "spoon feeding" which robs him of initiative. A
te6u:her who gives effective guidance does so because she knows both her
pupils and the subjects which she is teaching sufficiently well to allow
the activities inherent in the subject to act as a strong educational
p
force TQ>on the learner.
The nature of the slow leeuner makes guidance largely a personail
matter. Group guidance seems far less effective for the mentaJJ-y retarded
child than it is for the normal child. Guidance must be offered the re
tarded child more frequently than for the average child and >dien offered,
it must deal with only a few ideas at a time.
Retarded children who have been trained over a long period of time,
do produce some lovely handicraft products. The act of producing something
^J, Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, ^e Ghild and His Curriculum (New
York; Appleton-Centiury-Crofts, Inc,, i960), p, 6IO,
2
Charles D, Gaitskell, aind Margaret Gadtskell, Art Education for
Slow Learners (Peoria, Illinois, Chas, A, Bennett Co., Inc,, 1959), p, 24.
of his ovn gives a child a feeling of confidence and achievement. The
handicrafts hlend with other activities and helps the child to feel that
he is living an integrated life. Any interest, play activity, season,
etc., may be reflected in handicraft, A snowflake on the window pane may
pronipt a child to draw one with his crayons and covild lead into the cut¬
ting of one from paper.
Art work and handicraft usually causes conversations to develop at
home as well as at school. Children should be encouraged to talk about
their work and of course when a child does something well he should receive
praise; and he loves it,
A child often wants to give his handicraft work to someone or he
wants his family to enjoy the table decorations which he has made for a
holiday. Handicraft gives the child the chance to contribute to the Joy
of others, this outlet we all need, but one which a retarded child often
misses because it is hard for him to find ways that he can give to others,^
To deny a child the opportunity of participating fully in a program
of art education, is to exclude him from one of the most practical means
of attaining a balanced maturity.
This maturity is the goal of the art program, Throu^ art, the learner
becomes more aware of the world which surrounds him. He discovers ways
and means of maintaining or securing Intellectual, emotional and social
balance. He learns to scorn sham and vtilgarity; he enjoys the challenge
of difficulties, and knows the thrill of honest pride which accompanies
the completion of a task performed to the best of his ability. All of
1 —— .
Carlson and Gingeland, op. clt.. p, 95,
these goals are applicable to the educable mentally retarded child, the
degree of attainment being the only difference.^
1
Gaitskell, op. cit.. p, 59,
CHAPTER III
THE RESOURCE UNIT
This chapter contains the Resource Unit on Arts and Crafts designed
for teachers of educahle mentally retarded children on the intermediate
level. An attempt is made to offer suggestions and techniques to he used
in teaching arts and crafts, A section of this chapter includes sotirces
and resources from which additional information mi^t he obtained.
The intermediate level class is intended for educahle mentally retard¬
ed children with an approximate chronological age range from nine to
thirteen years and a mental age range from six to ten years,^
This period is known as adolescence and it is accompanied hy a
nximher of peculiar sequences and a startling velocity of physical growth.
It is also anconpanied hy a niunher of particular problems associated with
characteristic Intellectual as well as emotional changes which demand
modified educations! treatment as the pupil develops,^
Gaitskell states that art education may provide not only personal
satisfactions to the pupils, hut eilso therapeutic values to those who
suffer from emotional tensions. The outstanding function of a program
of art education for adolescents must be to assist these yoving people
to arrive at a well-balanced maturity,^
Georgia State Department, op. cit.. p, 38
2
Gaitskell, op. cit.. p, 7
3
Many teachers complain that adolescents are a difficult group to
teach, a difficult groi^) to lead and a very difficult group to understand.
How then can teachers find the best possible answers that will help these
adolescents grow throu^ their most anxious years?
ite Francesco states that art teachers have a particularly signifi¬
cant role to play in seeking to answer some of the many qtiestions that
are centered around the problems encomxtered during this trying period.
These pxQ)ils must be challenged to use in a positive manner the urges
and energies so typical of this group. Perchance, throu^ self-expression
they may be led to self-discovery, self-esteem, and self-adjustment.
If this can be accomplished to any degree, the behavior changes that
will have taken place will j\astify whatever efforts have been made in
that direction,^
Martens states that experiences in the arts offer abundant oppor¬
tunity for enriching the lives of the educable mentally retarded child
and these experiences constitute an emotional stabilizer and a means of
self-expression that can be secured in no other way,^
In an attempt to develop a resource unit that will assist teachers
to better cope with the educable mentally retarded child on the inter¬
mediate level, we shall identify and examine the characteristics of the
resource unit.
As its name implies, a resource unit is a collection of materials,
activities, and resources related to an area or topic and organized in a
1 ;;
Italo L, DeFrancesco, Art Education - Its Means and Ends (New York;
Haiper 8# Brothers, 1958, p, 300,
2
Martens on. cit.. p, 19,
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functioneQ. vay, which a teacher \ises in planning and developing a unit
of work with his class. They are written for teachers' use in planning
with children. Secondly, they are organized for quick and easy use,
usually according to types of activities, suhprohlems, or objectives;
thirdly, they contain a wealth of material and suggest activities from
which the teacher makes a selection. Lastly, they are written for no par¬
ticular group of children in mind althou^ usually they are written for
an age grov^p; for example, primary, intermediate, junior high, or senior
hi^. However, they may be written for a particular grade level and
some contain material suitable for a wide age span,^
The resource unit merely gives a teacher courage and confidence to
face a group of children and plan a unit of work with them that will
meet the paxtlciilar needs of the grotcp. It is not necessary for a teacher
to make all the resource units he uses.
Often a resource unit is a product of a committee of teachers pool¬
ing their ideas and then assigning one teacher the responsibility of or¬
ganizing the materials into the final copy. In this way a school system
can build up a file of units that aU teachers can use and that saves
time, research and study.
In constructing a unit for the educable mentally retarded child,
Thorsell suggests that the following guidelines be kept in mind:
(l) many of the same children will remain in the class from
three to foixr years, (2) there is a greater range of developmental
levels in the special, class than in the regular class room, and (3)
many special education teachers are not well trained In the general
i
Lavone A, Hanna, Gladys Potter, and Neva Hagaman, Unit Teaching in
the Elementary School (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, I966, p.
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education areas required for the development of knowledge
and skill in classroom organization,^
Unit OutlineI,Introductory Statement
II, Ohjectlves For the Unit
A, Direct Knowledge (Understandings)
B, Indirect Knowledge (Values)
C, Skills
D, Generalizations
III, Content of the Unit
A, Fossihle questions that pt^lls ml^t he asked about arts
and crafts
B, Suggested activities for answering questions, and
extended activities,
rv, Sovirces of Information
A, Bibliography for teacher










E, Other Sources of Information
1, Exhibits
2, Assembly programs
3, Ideas for Bulletin Boards and Charts
V, Evaluation
1
l^geurite Thorsell, "Organizing Experience Units for Educable.




At the intermediate level, the program in art should provide
an opportunity for learning about some of the materials used in art work.
Throu^ art, one is often able to lessen his fears, tensions, and pressures
and to obtain much joy and pleasure from his efforts,^
According to Mallnda Garton, "The program that is best for the men¬
tally retarded is one that does not restrict or coerse, yet engenders
enthusiasm. By careful direction, it increases skill in the manipulation
of the art and crafts materials,"
The basic art materials for the educable mentally handicapped child
differ only in degree from the materials used for the average child.
While he has great need for all kinds of art materials because of Ms
lack of success academically, the wisest choices will be made on the basis
of Ms mental and physical matvirity and what the teacher wants the parti-
culeir art activity to do for Mm,
Since the art program in the school is primarily an educative process;
the most important resMt is the modification of the cMld's behavior,
intellectually, emotionally and socially. The art program should and
can provide innumerable opportuMtltes to help the cMld acquire an under¬
standing of cooperation and sharing as well to afford an opportuMty to
1
DeKalb County School System, Curriculum Guide for Teachers of the
Educable Mentally Retarded (DeKalb County, Georgia, I965), p. 50»
2
Mallnda Dean Garton, Teaching the Educable Mentally Reterded
(^ringfleld, Illinois; Charles C, Thomas, Publishers, 1951), p. 126,
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give praise and appreciation for Ms own work and the work of Ms class
mates,^
Objectives for the UMt
The mentally retarded cMld should be tau^t art education in an
effort to aid Mm in improving Ms daily living by helping Mm to dis¬
cover in it more and varied insists, de^er feelings, and broeuier under¬
standing, The cMld's experiences shoMd always be geared toward help¬
ing Mm to grow in the realm of skills and abilities as well as to develop
socially.
In planMng the resource unit the following objectives are formulated:I,Direct Knowledge (Understandings)
As a result of his participation in Idiis tinlt of work it is
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II, Indirect Knowledge (Values)
As a result of unit experiences, the pupil will Increasingly
A, Develop creatively and e25)ress aesthetic impulses throu^
drawing, painting and designing
B, Appreciate beauty in art and things arotuid him
C, Accept responsibility and carry it out to the best of his
ability
III. Skills
As a result of the unit of work, the pupil will increasin^y
A, Increase power and diversity in the use of materials and
tools
B, Seek information and guidance when needed to maintain a
hi^ standard of work
C, Share materials, tools and idean with others
D, Accept success and failure
IV, Generalizations
Generalizations are the ideas around which the unit is organized
and are the most inportant determinants of the content of the
unit. These generalizations, which the teacher hopes the pvpils
will understand as a result of the experiences of the vuiit, are
in a sense also "anticipated outcomes," Generalizations and con¬
cepts are understood only after one has worked throu^ a problem,
has examined all relevant and pertinent information, and has
had a variety of experiences. Generalizations cannot be given
to children. To learn they must formulate their own general¬
izations firom their experiences and as the resxjlt of solving
s that they make their own and that they feel a need toproblem
solve.^
1 -
Lavone A, Hanna, Gladys L, Potter, and Neva Hageraan, Unit Teaching
in the Elementary School. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966,
P. 208,
The fbllowing generedizatlorxs ml^t he utilized hy teachers
in planning a xmit in the area of arts and crafts:
1, Painting is a vay of making a picture. It is done hy
applying pigments or colors on a surface usually vith
a brush, the fingers Or sometimes with a knife or pencil,
2, The kind of paint depends on the material with which the
pigment or color is mixed,
3, Oil paint is pigment mixed with oil; water color is
pigment mixed with water; tempera is pigment mixed with
a sticky hase such as thin glue or alhumen,
4, Fresco is paint applied to wet plaster,
5, Oil paints are opaque, (you cannot see throu^ them),
6, Sculpture is any kind of csirved picture that is raised
from a flat surface or cut into a flat surface,
7, Drawing is the first expression of art in the kinder¬
garten,
8, Drawing can he divided into three basic elements: the line,
the tone and the textiire,
9, Print making is a visxial expression in monochromes,
10, Crafts may he described as processes of designing with
materieils,
11, Weaving is formed hy interlacing any type of flexible
material,
12, Ceramics is the art of the potter,
13. Jewelry is a personal ornament designed from various
materials,
14. Good design is the basis for quality in all the arts,
15. A good designer must he familiar with all of his materials,
16. The basic elements of all visual arts are material and
space,
17, Line can he described as the visual connection between
two points.
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18, Arrangements of lines can be repetitious, continual,
irregular or sporadic,
19, Form can be identified as geometric, amorphovis and
polymorphous shapes.
20, Color has three characteristics, hue, value and Intensity.
21, Red, yellow and blue are identified as being the primary-
colors ,
22, Theoretically, any color can be made from the mixture of
the primary colors plus black and white, which are called
the neutral colors,
23, The space occupied by material is its size, shape and
contours,
24, Text-ure can be described as the grain or pecxiliar
character of a solid,
25, Smears, scra-tches, clusters of dots, or fading lines
are called drawing textures.
COMTENT OF THE UEIT
Many classroom teachers pro-vlde excellent creative experiences for
their pvipils but tend -bo a-void teaching the subject matter of art. Con¬
temporary art education philosophy recognizes -the need for both creative
experiences and subject knowledge of art as a basic to the aes-bhetic and
men-bal growth of the child,^
There are -bhree major components of a baisic art program at -bhe
intermediate level. They consist of (l) art as creative experience, (2)
art as skill development and (3) art as subject mat-ber knowledge.
Art as skill development should aim "bo Increaise the child’s ability
■bo experiment -with and skillfully handle various media in a manner appro¬
priate to his particular grade level,
^Earl W, Linderman, "Developing Perceptual Awareness, " Arts and
Actj-vlties' Yearbook. No,.4, (December, I961), p, 65.
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Art as subject matter knowledge should etnphaslze the vsJ.ue of learn¬
ing about curt In terms of specific subject matter. This includes such
aspects as painting, sculpture, crafts, etc,^
This portion of the unit will deal with what is considered idle
major aspects of subject matter in arts and crafts. Iftiat method can
teachers use that will bring out the inherent amount of creative ability
that all children possess, even thou^ that amount is sometimes limited?
Linderman further states that the exact proportion depends on the
natural endowment of the particular child and it is the responsibility
of the teacher to develop an approach that will unfold the qualities that
are directly related to the child's perceptual awareness. Perception of
this sort indicates a special sensitivity in which the child learns to
respond more fully to this world of experiences throu^ the refinement
of his sensory equipment, that is his visual, auditive, tactile and ol¬
factory sensitivity.
Visual sensitivity refers to observational abilityj the learhlflg
to extend beyond mere svirface impressions of objects by penetrating
into the detailed visual relationships which constitute the total im¬
pressions.
Auditive sensitivity refers to listening ability. This infers an
ability for not only hearing various sounds but learning to inquire into
the detailed characteristics and relationships of such sounds.
Tactile sensitivity refers to an ability to form detailed im¬





Olfactory sensitivity indicates an ability to differentiate be¬
tween the subtle qualities of smell. All objects have characteristic
scent, and throu^ this refinement of the senses, the teacher will be able
to unfold the creative abilities and to enrich the perceptions of child¬
ren, she must also learn to become a perceptually sensitive person her¬
self - sensitive to the world around her,^
In the field of education drawing is a very effective means of pro¬
viding communication. When questions are presented they need visual sym¬
bols to provide adequate answers. Seeing a picture may convey a concept.
Permanent learning is always more adequately assured if the klnasethetlc
senses are utilized and the child is encouraged not oialy to draw but to
2
relate his drawings to the actual situations,




Do you like to paint?
Can you paint with your toes?
Do you like finger painting? -
How do you make finger paints?
Have you ever made a frelze?
2, Sculpture
What does sculpture mean?
What is meant by the word carving?
What kinds of materials do we use in scuplturing?
What material shall we use to caat a mask?
Have you ever carved anything from wood? .
Linderman, Ibid., p, 66,
2
McDonald, op, clt.. p, 233,
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3. Drawing
Do you like to draw?
'What is meant 'by outlining?
Into how many elements cein -drawing be divided?
What do we mean by the word doodling?
Can you draw a face?
4, Print-making
Do you know the meaning of monoprinting?
Have you ever made potatoe prints?
What are screen prints?
Do we need a special ink for printing?
How is block printing done?
II. Crafts
1. Weaving
How is weaving formed?
How many different ways can we cut silts into oiir paper?
Can you make a cardboard loom?
What happens when we weave in and out of two or more
slits at one time?
What is meant by the term vertical waip?
2. Ceramics
What is a potter's wheel used for?
'What is a kilm?
What do we mean by glazing?
What is meant by the coll method?
Can you name some firing methods?
3. Jewelry
What is meant by the word jewelry?
Are cuff links considered jewelry?
Do we need special tools for jewelry making?
What do we mean by the word pendant?
Can you name some ine:q>ensive materials that can
be \ised in making jewelry?
Ill, Design
1, line
What is a line?
Does the line have to be strai^t?
'What is Geometric art?
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What is an unaccented line?
Can you draw a line e:^resslng three dimensional
qualities as seen In perspective?
2, Form
What do we mean by form?
Does form and shape mean the same thing?
What does the word plane mean?
Kame the 'primary" forms.
What is a.polygon?
3, Color
How many colors do we see In the prism?
What are the primary colors?
Name the secondary colors, .
What do we mean by the term neutral colors?
What is meant by the term hue?
4, Space
What is meant by the term space?
Do you Icnow what "objective" space means?
Where is space located?
Can you draw a space ship?
Would you like to be a spaceman when you grow vq)?
5, Texture
What does the term texture mean?
Can textiuzes be changed?
Name some drawing textures.
Can you determine textxxre by looking at it?
Can different textures be mixed effectively?
B, Suggested Activities for Answering Questions
1, Fainting
a. Setting v® a display of different types of
paint on work table
b. Discussing different painting techniques
c. Discussing plans to visit nearby paint store
d. Setting up standards for pupil behavior during trip
e. Securing parents consent for visit to ^peiint store.
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f. observing how paints are mixed
g. FoUow-xip disciission from trip
h. Painting scenes and objects observed on trip
i. Observing and discussing paintings of famous
painters that were placed on bulletin board,
j. Assigning biographical reports on painters posted
on bulletin board
k. Posing for portrait while classmates paint
l. Viewing filmstrip (Adventvires with Art Materials
Series) "Let's Paint," P-751»L,
m. Developing experience charts from dlsctisslon of
filmstrip
Extended Activities in Painting
a. Placing idle following recipe on chalkboard for
making finger paint;
Finger Paint
1 cup liquid starch
6 cups water
^ cicp soap chips
Dissolve the soap chips in the water until no
lumps remain, then mix well with the atarch and
remaining water,
Mx small pieces of colored chalk groiuid fine
and pour into containers one for each color
stirring in color pigment well,
A few drops of oil of cloves will prevent odors.
Keep in cool place,
b. Paint mural to encourage grotip work participation
c. Fresco painting if the mural is painted directly on
the wall. This painting is done on wet mortar, and
on wet lime plaster, (This technique is durable
but somewhat con5)llcated. However, a very aggressive
group might wish to experiment),
d. Appointing working committees to be responsible for
distributing materials, labeling, cleaning brushes, etc.
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e. Displaying pupils' work on tixilletin board. M^ng
frequent changes.
f. Planning visits to an art museum and other school
exhibits.
g. Planning for exhibit at end of school year,
2. Sculptvire
a. Studying the history of sculpture to find out the
two different approaches,
b. Learning that one approach to sculpture is modeling
while the other approach is carving.
c. Assigning reports to be given on MLchelangelo and
other sculptors,
d. Making plans to visit Stone Mountain (or other similar
places)
e. Displaying carvings made from soap, wax and wood,
f. Displaying picttires showing a sculptor at work at
Stone Mountain.
g. Learning more about the carvings at (Stone Mountain)
by requesting brochures,
h. Introductng other techniques and materials that can
be used for scxilpturlng,
i. Discussing tools that are necessary in wire
sc\ilpturlng.
Demonstrate how wire is an excellent material for
creating figures and animals by bending, cvirllng or
twisting it,
k. Viewing film entitled "African Sculpture l^eaks."
732,2, This is a nine , minute soimd picture in
color with guide,
l. Contacting international travelers like Dr. Weaver 2ind
Dr, Bond to give lectures about African Sculpture and
to share with class pieces of sculpture from their
collections.
m. Working with wood and showing differences of carving
marks in soft and hard wood.
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n. Carving a wood scvilpture,
o. Creating figures with clay,
p. Learning firing techniques with kiln,
q. Practicing with paper sculptxire,
r. Evaluate sculpture hy considering whether you have
obtained smooth finish. Is the finish pleasing to
the eye as well as to the touch.
Extended Activities in Sculpturing
a. Learning the different forms of wax, such as
paraffin, candle, and crayon and the different
ways to work with it,
b. Wax can be softened over a candle flame and while
it is soft, model it with hands like clay,
c. Preparing paper machie by mixing paper, water, and
wheat paste or flour together,
d. Paper can be shredded into bits of paper 6uid put
into paste mix and then molded as thou^ it were
clay,
e. Learning the names of other materials that can be
purchased at hardware stores that are excellent for
modeling and scxolpturing, (See Art Supply Catalog),
f. Listing some good hardening materials that can be
used in sculpturing such as wood putty, plastic
wood and ready mix cement. These materials are
Inexpensive, easy to work with, and can be attract¬
ively decorated with paiht when dry,
3, Drawing
a. Learning the two broad segments into which the
field of drawing can be divided, nature or reality
and the other segments deals with imagination,
b. Placing several drawings on bulletin board for
observation without mentioning to pipils. Allowing
pictures to remain several days. Remove pictures.
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c. During an airt period discuss something being
missing from bulletin board. Try to find out what is
missing. Suggest that class make ttp an experience
chart about the missing items,
d. Drawings made of missing pictures,
e. Placing pictures drawn by pupils from memory and
placing the original pictures on bulletin board.
Making comparisons,
f. Learning that drawing can be divided into three
beislc structural elements: the line, the tone
and the texture,
g. Drawing a slender continuous mark which is applied
to outline objects to illustrate the term line,
h. Defining tone in relation to drawing as a means for
visualizing planes, shapes and most of all solidity,
on a flat surface,
i. Producing a grotp of broken parallel lines on psper
to Indicate texture in relation to drawing,
j. Learning the categories into which line drawing
may be divided, as being contour, blind and gesture draw¬
ing,
k. Viewing film entitled "What is Art," Film number 701 •
WA,
l. Discussion following film which encourages ex¬
perimentation with a variety of materials and
defines such elements as line, texture, form, etc,
m. Practicing drawing in contovirs. This is done by
asking pupils to concentrate on the object Very in¬
tently and draw or copy it with as much exactness as
can be observed with the human eye.
Extended Activities in Drawing
a. Learning blind contour drawing is done without
watching the hands or the paper. All attention is
focused on the model,
b. Drawing blindly helps the students leam to see more
intensively and sensitively.
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c. Drawing gestiires is another form of drawing. This
involves movement of plsints in the wind, waves on
the "beach, tvirning on a machine, etcetera.
d. Drawing in Li^t and shade is another approach to
drawing. Li^t and shadow is iniportant in giving
form to a shape.
e. Experiencing the tise of charcoal, chalk or a soft
pencil to "bring about shading.
f. Exhibiting drawings on bulletin "board.
4. Print-making
a. Introducing print making by placing such vegetables
as a carrot, potato and a cucumber on work table.
Other materials such as a knife and an ink pad are
included for a demonstration on construction paper.
b. Learning the three basic ways to print. Namely, block
printing, screen printing, and monoprinting.
c. Listing some materials on chalk'board whose sxirfaces
make good printers: Linolevun - Potatoes
A large eraser
A block of wood
A slab of plaster
A piece of hard rubber
d. Using a special etching tool is more effective and less
dangerous for pttpils to rise for carving impressions.
e. Creating some practical uses for printed svirfaces
such as: greeting cards, announcements, posters,
table place mats, holiday decorations and gift
wrapping paper.
f. Viewing a filmstrip, "We print designs and plctvires, ”
(Art in Our Classroom.Series) — P-76I.
g. Developing experience charts from discussion of
filmstrip.
h. Making a potato block print by cutting a potato
in half and etching a figure on a cut end. Then ink
potatoes with ink or paint and stamp it on paper.
i. Interesting figures printed with a piece of sponge
dipped in ink and daubed on paper.
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J, Printing a screen print is exactly as the name implies.
Using a screen to "block out areas and printing in the
empty spaces,, Only what isn’t blocked out gets printed,
k. Screening can "be made hy stretching a thin piece
of material over embroidery hoops, (This forms the
printing frame),
l. Drawing with heavy wax crayon directly on the screen
or painting directly on the screen with rubber cement
or nail polish,
m. Printing is done by placing pattern on stretched
cloth in the frame, A small amount of ink is pushed
throu^ the top of the cloth with a heavy csordboeird
or a squeegee. Remove the frame from the printed
surface,
n. Mono-printing is produced by simply laying such objects
as paper clips, strings, razor blades, etcetera, on
paper and the pt;®)!! paints over everything. The objects
are removed and the outlines are printed.
Extended Activities in Print-making
a. Planning a trip to Newspaper office,
b. Experience charts made following trip,
c. Experimenting in printing by pasting a string around
a can, painting the string and rolling the can over
paper so the string will print,
d. Decorating "bags for the Red Cross,
e. Exhibiting work on bulletin boards,
II, CraiTts
1, Weaving
a. Class discussions to stimulate Interest in weaving
after class makes a study about the silkworm,
b. Examining samples from an old Tipholstery book to
differentiate the vario^as weaves,
c. Research revealed that there sure five bsisic weaves:
plain, twill, compound, gauze, and knotting.
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d. Learning that the pledn weave Is the most simple
and would he the technique recommended for educahle
mentally retarded children because of its simplicity,
e. Demonstrating the plain weave in the cleuisroom hy
interlacing several pieces of yam (called the warp)
with a second grot® of years called,the weft. The
weave is produced hy and over and under threading,
f. Making a loom in the classroom from cardboard and
using it to make pot holders 6us a class project,
g. Moving toward a more complicated weave, the class
should he instructed that the twill weave forms an
irregular pattern. For some mentally retcurded children
this pattern may not he too easily followed. The
children have to remember that you may weave over two
warps and under three,
h. Conpoxmding weaves are the results of using additional
weaves both under and over to secure a different
pattern. In other words the number of warps are
usually doubled rather than single,
I, In leeumlng to make the gauze weave, the warps are
twisted around the weft as it is woven and sli^t
openings are left in the fabric,
J, Knotting is Just as its name inplies. The warps are
tied in knots around the weft and the knots protrude
from the fabric,
k. Visiting a mill where cloth is being woven could
prove fascinating and interesting,
l. Viewing a film, 'Vool" (From Sheep to Clothing),
This is a portrayal of how wool is conpressed into
bales, shipped to the mill where it is treated and
finally knitted into sweaters. Film No, 677,31W,
m. Writing a sequence to film.
Extended Activities in Weaving
a. Making a bag or purse on a cardboard loom could be a vgry
interesting project for both boys and girls, especially
when it is close to Mothers’ Day or Christmas,
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step i
Put a strip of adhesive tape over the top edge of a piece
of firm cardboard Just the size of desired p;arse. Place
pins along the taped edge of cardboard at eqxial intervals
of l/8 inch or more, depending 4pon the thickness of the
yams used for the warp and the weft. Press the pins
firmly into place allowing them to project about 5 inch
above the edge of the cardboard.
Step 2
Tie the end of the warp thread to the first pin on the left.
Step 3
Carry it around the botton of the loom and back on the
other side to the tope again encircling the saioe pin.
Step 4
Bring the threaid back arovmd the bottom of ^ the loom, to
the front, and hook it over the second pin* Continue until
all the pins except the first have two loops over them
(foixr warps to a pin, two to each side). The warp will
then be on both sides of the loom.
Step 5
When the last pin is reached bring the warp thread down
to the base on one side of the loom and tie to the end
warp. This puts an uneven number of threads on one side of
the loom, so that the weaving will alternate as the weft is
carried around the loom.
Step 6
To weave, cut a length of four-ply knitting worsted yam
and fasten one end of it to a large blunt needle, or to a
tongue depressor with a hole drilled in the end. The
fingers may also be used for interweaving the weft as it
is put over and uinder the warp threads.
Step 7
Start weaving from ei'tiier side and continue around the loom.
When finished, weave the end of the weft back into the body
of the piece leaving the last end inside.
Step 8
Pull out the pins to release the weaving and remove the loom.
Step 9
Finish the bag with a cloth lining and put a bottom or
zipper at the top,^
^Spencer Mosley, Pauline Johnson and Hazel Koenig, Crafts Desim.
(Belmont, California: Wadsworth Publishing Conpany, Inc, I965), pp, 152-3,
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2. Ceramics
a. Introducing ceramics to class "by placing several pieces
of pottery on work table. Also definition should he
placed on chalkboard as follows;
The word cermaics is of Greek origin meaning burned
earth. It is not pottery, alone, but any article made
in whole, or part of clay and burned to harden the clay,
b. Viewing film entitled "Clay Modeling" (Primary Grade
Art Series) P-738.CM .
c. Developing experience chart from discussion of filmstrip,
d. The following materials were placed on work tables in
preparation for clay modeling; individioal water con¬
tainers, oil cloths, wooden and wire and tools, rolling
pins, rubber scrappers, llq\iid underglases, wedging
board with stretched wire and assorted bruches for de¬
corating.
e. Kneading ilie air out of the clay is the first step in
pottery making,
f. Using your hands as yovir tools make a ban of clay about
the size of a tangerine, pressing yotir thunm into the
center imtll about half an inch from the bottom,
g. Keeping one hand cxipped around the ball and rotate it
while the thumb of the other hand continues to press out
an even wall. Very little water is needed to keep clay
plastic. The wall should be about an inch thliik after
pressing and rotating several times,
h. Smooth the edges and flatten the surface that it is to
stand on, and set the piece aside to dry. Slow drying
prevents cracking,
i. Show film entitled "Decoration" - 'Ve Like Clay,"
(Adventures with Art Materials .Series) No, P-738,W,
J, Let children decide after viewing which decorative pro¬
cess they prefer,
k. Discussing the need for glazing clay which causes the
piece to be washed easier as well as it enhances the
gloss, Sjp aying the glaze gives it a more even coverage.
l, Demonstration given on the use of kilns and firing in an
effort to create pottery without cracks or waips. The
firing temperature plays an inportant role here, (Follow
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instructions on Kiln "booklet),
Extended Activities in Ceramics
a. As a lilDrary assignment trace the history of pottery
from the early beginning of pottery to contemporary
designs of dinnerware and show its relationship to
social changes*
b. Visit a pottery shop eind notice the different places
where the pottery was produued,
c. Break pieces of ^azed pottery and make mossaic,
sti king the parts to a paper, framing it and pouring
plaster or concrete over it and then removing the
paper,
d. Interesting and challenging effects can be experienced
by the sand bag molds that are made when class desires
making vases or pitchers with small mouth openings.
The mold can be made from a soft piece of percale
material. The mold is filled with sand to give it
solidity and rolled out slabs of clay are pressed and
formed around it.
e. When the clay has hardened about the consistency or
hardness of leather, the sand is poured out by tiirning
the object upside down and the collapsed bag may be used
over and over again,
f. By placing the following recipe on the chalkboard the
following ingredients can be brou^t from home the next




One tablespoon powdered eilxxm
Mixing bowl
Food coloring or dry tempera
Shellac and brush
Alcohol for cleaning brush
g. Following this procedure animals, figures and many
objects can be modeled from this mixture:
Mix one cup salt, one cup flour, and one table¬
spoon of aliun to the consistency of putty and add
color if desired. Model desired figures.
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After pieces have dried and hardened, they may be
shellacked for permanence.^
h. Display finished product on work tables and save items
for annual exhibit.
3. Jewelry
a. Displaying broken Jewelry on the work table can be fun.
Many teachers win respond to the request of the special
cleiss for broken Jewelry.
b. Discussion arovind the word Jewelry and deciding what
materials will be necessary to make that special gift
for mother.
c. Securing the following materials to serve as the base










d. Visiting the Jewelry counters in downtown stores can
help to develop enthusiastic ideas for Jewrlry making.
e. Listing the above tools on chalkboard and assigning
several px^jils the responsibility for distributing and









f. Examining various magazines for Jewelry patterns
^iHard Wankelman, Philip Wigg and Marietta Wlgg, Handbook of
Arts and Crafts for Elementary and Junior High School Teachers (Dubuque,
Iowa: William C. Brown Company Publishers, I961), p. 9^.
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g. Learning vhat the word pendant means and realizing how
easily one can be made, many of the p\aplls will be In¬
terested In designing these,
h. Interesting and creative designs can be made using a nail
for a punch. The tin can Is cut out Into the desired
shapes and then punched from the back with a nadl and a
hammer,
1, Making mosaics In metal by cutting pieces of tin can Into
small shapes and gluing the shapes to the original piece
can be made Into a pendant bracelet, Shee laces can
be vised as a pendant chain,
j. Beautiful cuff links for Bad can also be made In the
classroom. Use a piece of copper wire (not too thin) about
six Inches long and pound with hammer. Insert the wire
throu^ the slot of a coffee can ket and bend the end
of the key up. Twist the wire around In the key hole In
a fashion that pleases you. The slot of the key Is pushed
the button holg of the shirt and thus the cuff link Is
held In pleuie.
Extended Activities In Making Jewelry
a. Shell mewaronl provides an Inexpensive material for
necklaces and bracelets that have a professional look.
Divide the macaroni Into groves. Boll each In a quart
of water to which at leeist one teaspoonful of food
coloring has been added. Let boll for about four minutes.
Prick each piece with a darning needle large enou^t to
run a string through. Thin elastic can be used for
bracelets,
b. Bits of felt axe useful for lapel pins of all types.
Packages of felt can be secvired from art-sv^ly houses.
Brass safety pins attached make attractive fasteners,
c. Earring bases are available by the gross from art-supply
houses and cork applied with multicolored sequins and
glass beaids can he designed Into lovely pieces of Jewelry,
Dyed rice can be substituted and also grits, for sequins,
d. The class will enjoy rolling colored pages from Old
Robert Dhaemers and Howard Slatoff, A Handbook of Jewelry Tech¬




magazines into very tiny bits and these can be strung
into lovely beatds and bracelets. Shellac gives the
jewelry a glossy finish,
e. Jewelry cases can be made from cigar boxes painted or
covered with satin, paper mosaics, rice, macaroni, etc.
f, Displaying Jewelry at any time fascinates the pupils as
well as the parents.
III. Design
1. Line
a. Discussions around the Importance of design in art edu**
cation. Pointing out that when a picture is drawn a
number of different designs are made before the picture
is completed.
b. Illustrations can be made on chalkboard showing figures
in a mural. These figures are forms, and spetces are
between eanh figure or form. Colors can be \ised dealing
with shades of li^t and dark. Texture indicates the
roughness or smoothness of the paint, etc.
c. Assignments given to define the following elements of
designs: line, color, form, space, and texture.
d. Developing an experience chart to e:}qplain the meaning
of line.
e. A drawing on chalkboard to indicate an example of lines.
f. Discussing the different kinds of lines and then having
class use finger paint to fill paper with many different
lines,
g. Experimenting with a string by gliiing string to paper in
different lengths, A beautiful design can be nade by re¬
arranging the string and pouring liquid over the entire
paper,
h. Sketching with lines objects inside the claasroom as well
as outside the school can be encouraged.
i. Evaluating a drawing by pointing to the rigidity and
austerity of the straight line, the grace of the cuzved
lines, the dignity of the vertical lines and the repose
of the horizontal lines.
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Extended Activities with Lines
a. Drawing lines, circles and an^es to further emphasize
design.
b. Drawing a sln^e geometric shape such as a squEure and
then building around it with other geometric figures,
c. Securing a road map so that routes can be traced, streets,
etc.
d. Tracing routes on globe,
e. MaMng a flat map from wax by melting wax over a candle
flame and allowing it to drip and build upon an outline
that was drawn on a cardboard base,^
f. Watching lines of people as they leave the Atlanta
Stadl\im from the many directions,
g. Observing a school fire drill and pointing out the
lineal effect.
2, Form
a. Placing many different shapes of bottles on work table
to en^haslze shape or form.
b. Turning to a page in mathematics book where many geometric
figures are located. Discussion leads to the three
different types of shapes, namely geometric, smoiphous,
and polymoiphous,
c. Definitions written on chalk board as follows:
Geometric shapes eire the triangle, the square and the
circle, with variations such as the oval which is ad
derivitive of the circle. The rectangle is a variation
of the square and the polygons are combinations of
trlanlges and squares.
Amorphous is kidney shaped with no distinct form,
Polyamorphous has many forms and is sometimes referred
to as having a shape like the clouds,
d. Listening to music and drawing designs believed to be
representative of musical sovuids.
^Arthus S. Green, Creative Arts and Cra^ Activities (Minneapolis,
Minn,; T, S, Denison and Conpany, Inc., I960), p. 86.
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e, MaJcing exMliits showing charts with geometric forms.
Extended Activities of Forma.Showing a film entitled "The Story of Shelter" (Arts
of Civilization Series, Eo, P-690,S
h, Pollow-i®) discussion of film to determine the kinds of
houses man builds and interesting facts regarding their
construction and the types of materials vised.
c. Trip in the community where houses are being buHt and
as a result a lesson in making blue prints,
d. Making a mural with many different shaped houses. An
igloo, Hogan, tepee, tree house, ranch style, apartment
buildings, etc,
3. Color
a. Class discussion centered around a television program
shown in color might stimulate interest in various colors.
b. A demdnstration with a prism can be quite lnpresslve when
the prism is held up to a beam of sunlight. The pupils
can see the arrangement of the colors,
c. Pupils may be asked to draw a rainbow explednlng that
the droplets of water in the air act as prisms.
d. Suggesting that a pupil pretend that he is lost in a deep
cave where no daylight can get in. Help him to see that
he would be in complete darkness.
e. Have one pupil to blindfold another and place different
colors of construction paper before him. He then is
helped to luaderstand that colors are present only in
the li^t,
f. Show a film entitled "Water Coloring," This is a filmstrip
shown in color. Encourage class to paint their own Ideeis
and dip brush into two colors and paint to see what
happens.
Extended Activities in Color
a. Draw a color wheel on chalkboard. Explain that color
has three characteristics, hue, value and intensity.
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■fa. Assign class reports on these characteristics,
c. The class may learn from the reports the following in¬
formation, Of the six colors in the spectrum, red,
yellow and blue are called primary colors,
d. Another pttpil may find that the three secondary colors,
orange, green and violet are produced hy mixing the
following colors: red and yellow produces orange, blue
and yellow produces green euxd red and blue produces violet,
e. A third set of colors called tertiary colors are pro¬
duced by mixing adjacent colors from the secondary group,
f. Working out color values can be exciting. The value of
color ranges from white to black or from Hotness to
darkness, Hellow is closer to white than any other
color, therefore, its value is the hipest on the chart.
Purple is closer to black and thus its color value is
very low,
g. Each color changes its value as either black or white is
added to it. Give the pupils experiences in mixing
paints to determine how hi^ or low color values are,
h. Explaining to the class that the colors of the spectrum
are pure and that red cannot get any rddder nor can
yellow get any yellower. Red and yellow can be mixed
and a pure color (orange) is produced. However, if the
third color from the primary group (blue) is added, a
broken color is produced,
1, Warm colors are found in the red, orange and yellow
families, while blues and greens are considered cool
colors, A warm color contrasted with cool colors creates
a sense of \ualty and balance,
j. Have class make drawings that create balance and unity,
4, Space
a. During the news period the class may discuss launching
missiles into outer space,
b. Discussion continued when ptplls attempted to define
space,
c. Sipace can be defined as the relation between the
position of bodies,
d. Defining space another way: space exists wherever movement
in any direction is possible.
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e, S^ace may Ise found in tvo different forms: definable and
undefLnable space. Undefined space is all around us; a
monument. Definable space has discernible limits, as the
space in a bottle,
f, A further discxxsslon may bring out the fact that solid
fills space as veil as it creates space and the spaces
are so planned that they are related to the material
that defines the space.
g, As a means of furthering our discussion library assign¬
ments can help to clarify vhat has already been stated.
Reports on space travel, astronauts, etc.
Extended Activities on Space
a. Making space ships, launching pads, and space men as
group projects,
b. Painting murals indicating natural objects rather than
creating abstractions or "non-objective" patterns, the
forms that are so difficult to describe,
c. Trips in the community for observation of objects to
further increase pupils sensitivity of volumes in space,
5, Textiire
a. Defining the vord text\ire and bringing in objects to
class to encoxurage an awareness of differences in the
"feel" of objects,
b. Discussions in class and questions asked as follows:
Does the wood feel smoother since it was sanded?
things are rou^? Slippery? Soft? Which is softer?
fur or cotton? What things .feel sandy? Fuzzy? Fluffy?
c. Viewing film entitled "Discovering Texture," Film Assn,
of California, 17 minutes, I961,
d. Follow-up from film may inspire groxsp to create an
effective design by arranging materials with varying
texture that will make an interesting collage,
e. Gathering such materials as cloth, wood, screening,
plastics, yarn, etc, cutting them into different shapes,
large and small. Selecting a large cardboard or a sheet
of colored paper to form background and such items as
tooth picks, cork, metal foil could be useful in de¬
veloping a center of interest.
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f, Walking in the community helps to discover items of
many texture. Examples of dull, shiny, thick, -Oain,
rou^, and smooth, can enhance the pxipils desire to
create many projects,
g. Preparing a small sample strip to use for a brief de¬
monstration of how scraping the top dark layer of crayon
away allows the brl^t color underneath to show, E:g>laln
to class the necessity of completely covering the paper
with hri^t colored crayon before putting on the second
layer of dark crayon. Encourage them to scratch away
with various objects to uncover large areas of bright
color and to create textxiral patterns as well as line
designs, prayon etchings can be fun and many attractive
designs can be produced,"*"
Extended Activities with Texture
a. To further motivate the class, a map showing the texture
of the area they have been studying in social studies
can be shown on a map. Suggest that grassy areas can
be soft flannel or velvet, while moimtalns can be built
up from real rocks. The clouds can be tiny layers of
soft cotton. Much imagination can go into a project
of this sort,
b. Beautiful hand sculpture in wood can be developed from
a roug^i piece of wood which has been carefully designed
with a ccplng saw, hand drill, sandpaper and paste wax.
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Listed below are filmstrips and films recommended for use with
this resource unit. They may be sec\ired throu^ the Department of





What is Art? 701.WA
^ tninute sound motion picture in color with guide. Defines such
art elements as color, line^ texture, form and tone. Encourages
experimentation with a variety of materials and to understand
what the elements mean in terms of art. Produced in 195^ “by
EBP,
Buma - African Sculpture Speaks 732,2
9 minute sound motion picture in color with guide. Presents
some African antiq\ie sculpture and portrays wooden statues and
marks in which the natives sou^t protection from thendangers
and fears of everyday living. Produced in 1952 hy EBF,
Crayon Resist 7^1«2C
(E:q)loring Art Series) 5 minute sound motion picture in color.
Use of wax crayon and, rubber cement to resist water colors or
tenpera washes for creating designs on textiles and other
materials. Produced in 195^ by Bailey Films,
Paper Sculpture 7^5•5
9 minute sound motion picture in color. The creation of many
things from paper sacks, colored paper, cardboard, and paint.
Produced in 19^9 T^y International Film Bureau,
Care of Art ^terials 751.
11 minute so&id motion picture. Discussion regarding care of
such tools as bnishes, paint, chalk, crayons, scissors, paste,
glue and clay. Produced in 1958 "by Young America Films,
Let*s Paint (Adventures with Art Materials Series) P-75I.I*
9 ml ute soxind motion picture in color. The tise of tenpera
paints and ideas for painting. Produced in 1953 by SVE,
2, Filmstrips
Clay Modeling (Primary Grade Art Series) P738.CM
34 filmstrip ylews in color. Shows hov children can e::press
themselves, experience form, and get a feeling of achievement
in working with 'plasticine" clay. Produced in 1952 for
Young America Films,
We Like Clay (Adventures with Art Materials Series) P-738,W
35 filmstrip ^ews in color. Techniques for creating figures
in clay. Includes coloring figures with tenpera paints.
Paints produced in 1953 by SVE,
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There Is magic In Wax Crayons (Adventures with Art Materials)
P-741-2
36 filmstrip views in color. The use of wax crayons to express
ideas in designs, portredts, etc. Produced in 1953 ty SVE,
It's Fun to Combine Art Materials (Adventure with Art) P"7^5»5
Materials Series
50 filmstrip views in color. Children create interesting designs
using standard art materials. Produced in 1953 ty SVE,
There is Art in Paoer Cutting (Adventures with Art Materials
Series) P-745,5^T
39 Filmstrip views in color. Shows the use of paper for
malcing 'paintings," objects, ornaments, etc. Produced in 1953
by SVE,.
We Work with Panier Mache (art in our Classroom Series) P-745,54W
50 filmstrip views in color. Produced by EBF in 1953*-
We Make Designs with Needle and Thread (Art in our Classroom
Series) P-746,4
You Can Create With Finger Paints (Adventures with Art
Materials Series) P-751*y
40 filmstrip views in color. Children using finger paints
to create interesting designs. Produced in 1953 ty SVE,
Water Coloring (Primary Grade Art Series) P-751*2 32
33 filmstrip views in color. Encourages _ the child to paint
his own ideas using only his brush and colors. Produced in
1952 for Young America Films,
Painting (Primary Grade Arts Series) P-751.233P
34 filmstrip views in color. Illustrates expression by children
using water soluble paints. Produced in 1952 for Young America
Films,
We Print Designs and PlctTires (Art in our ClassBDom Series)
P-761,
40 filmstrip views in color. Produced in 1953 by EBF,
3, Records
RATAPJAN (Donizetti) (78 R,P,M,)
Also includes "Serenata" (Moszkpwski). "Waltz No, 5»”
(Koschat), "With Castanets" (Reineckc), "Shadows"
(Schytte), played by the Victor Orchestra,
RCA Victor, Educational Services
Camden 2, New Jersey
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POUR MELODIES HT ALLEGRETTO (33 l/3 RPM)
Included are four musical compositions vlth themes from
nature* Children can paint vhlle listening.
Columbia Records, Inc*
799 Seventh Avenue.
New York, N. Y.
KENTUCKY FOIKSONGS AND BALLAEDS (33 l/3 E.P.M.)
Sung by Logan English with Guitar accorap,
PolkwayB Records and Service Corp,
117 W. UGth Street
New York, N, Y.
ILOREAN'S SONG (Goadard) (Clalrinet & Acc.) (78 R.P,M.)
Also includes: In the Boat" (Greig, and "MLnnelied,"
Recorded by RCA Victor,
NEAT GOES WITH NHAT (33 l/3 R.P.M.)
How to coordinate glass with fabrics Gorman C,, 1956
RCA Victor, Educational Services
Camden, N. J*
MUSIC ACTIVITIES FOR RETARDED CHILDREN by David R, Glnglend
Winfred E* S-tiles, A collected pieces of 83 music, 72 with
speclally-arranged musical scores for use with retenrded
children.
Affiliated Publishers
New York, N. Y.
THE GOLDEN RECORD LIBRARY (ll-5 R.P.M.)
Twelve volumes of good music listening that win enhance
children's ability to imderstand and listen to fine music.
Affiliated Publishers
New York, N, Y,
4. Instructional Aids
The Instructional handbooks offer suggestions, instructions,
materials for projects that can be designed by students with
varying abilities and interests,
Handwrourfat Jewelry. Covers the materials, tools and tech¬
niques basic to the field of jewelry work, 6OO illustrations.
Activities in Ceramics. Describes and illustrates many ways
of working with clay to produce sculptured pieces. Procedures
are illustrated with l45 photographs which show to proceed
and how the ceramics Industry handles clay and clay products.
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General Leathercrafb. Hiis book tells and shows how to do each
operation in making articles of leather. The written in¬
struction is easy to read and vuaderstand and full size patterns
for making thirty-one attractive and useful articles.
Carving Animals. This is a pictorial presentation of tech¬
niques of wood ceurvlng, devoted particularly to animals.
The same carving techniques with respect to wood grain,
proportion, and finishing can be used for other figures of wood.
Weaving Handcraft. This picture presentation of fifteen simple
ways to weave makes use of inexpensive, easy to build tools
and eqiiipment. It builds an \mderstanding of the structure
of cloth and the.qualities of frabics. Techniques Included
have been used successfully with intermediate-grade children
and with hsuidicapped persons.
Linoleum Block Printing. Throu^ the presentation of project
ideas and procedures, this book gives step-bystep instruction
in llnaleum block printing. Single directions.
Handcrafts Simplified. This book brings together material on
all of the major crafts. Easy to imderstand instruction tells
how to go about it step-bystep. Material on the proper use
of tools and application of each medium, A convenient list of
































3* Suggested Field Trips
a. Stone Mountain
b. Leather Craft Conpanles
c. Felt Companies
d. Stained Glass Conpanles
e. Gift Shops
f. Pottery Stores
g. Kiln Supply Company
h. Woods, fields, yards, and lakes
E, Other Sources of Information
1. Exhibits
a. Atlanta University Annual Art Erfiiblt
b. Rich’s Annual Art Festival
c* Lenox Square Art Festival
d. Local schools Science and Social Studies Fair
2, Assembly Programs
a. Assembly programs in immediate school
b. Assembly programs in local schools
c. P*T,A, programs
d. Boy and Girl Scout programs
3« Creative Ideas, Bulletin Boards and Charts
Creative Ideas, Bulletin Boards and Charts
With straight lines, circles, angles and curves, children can
make a variety of fascinating drawings and drafts. Some effective ideas
are described here; (l) Fold over a sheet of plain colored paper
several times to make an even nvimber of squares or rectangles of equal
sizes. Then patterns, pictures, designs are created in each space and
8l .
colored, (2) Draw a single geometric shape, such as a square, and
then huild around it or in it with other geometric shapes, (3) make
an entire pictvire, or design with the same or a combination of
geometric shapes. (4) decorate craft projects by drawing pictxires,
patterns or designs out of geometric sheqpes. Some illvistratlons are
shown on pages 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90 and 91.
Crayon Stencils
Draw a clear line design on paper, or cut simple shapes free
hand from folded paper^ For stencil paper, use regular stencil
paper, backs of old mimeograph stencils, heavy wrapping paper
dipped in paraffin, tagboard, or heavy manila drawing paper.
I4ike a separate tracing for each color.
Using a stencil knit or scissors, cut out the shapes. Do not
cut or break the frame. Bo-tii frame and shape may be used.
Mark off the paper or cloth to be printed with a li^t guide
line or a few dots so that you will knowl where to place your
stencil. Pin the stencil (either the frame or the shape)
in place.
Apply color by stroking with the point or side of crayon over
the stencil and on to the paper; rub or use a wad of cotton
on the side of the crayon and rub color over stencil.
If you are stenciling on cloth, press on opposite side with
a warm iron to set the color or steam the material with a warm
iron and a cloth moistened with a vinegar solution.
Crayon on Cloth
For free drawing on cloth, tack the material on a piece of card¬
board or pad of newspapers. Draw design and color heavily.
Set the color by pressing cloth in same manner as for crayon
stencils.
Crayon and Faint
Draw a design with heavy crayon, leaving the background blank.
Wash over with wateircolor or thin powder paint. The crayon
surface win resist paint, the blank part only taking it.
Marbled Paner
Melt crayon bits on hot water in a pan. Place the paper gently
over s\irface of water. Remove and dry rl^t side up on new^aper.
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Crackled Paper
Draw a design with heavy crayon on paper, leaving "background
"blank. Immerse paper in a pan of water. Remove the paper and
crush "between your hands. Open the sheet carefully and spread
out flat. Drop powder paint or watercolor over the svirface
with a "brush or stick. The crayon will resist the paint, the
"blank part only taking it.
Crayon Candles
Use paper cups, discarded Jello molds, dairy cartons, etc, for
mold. Punch small hole in the center of the mold and run a
string or wick to a pencil, and rest the pencil across "Uie rim
of the mold.
Melt left-over bits of crayon and odds and ends of candles
or petreLffin and crayon bits in a pan over a low fire. Fill the
mold with melted wax and allow to cool.
When was is hard, remove the pencil and out the wick about one
inch from the tope of the mold. Dip the mold quickly into a
pan of water (Hot) and remove the cemdle. Decorate if desired
with melted wax of different colors.
Chalk on Wet Paper
Put newspaper pads under paper. With a wet cloth or sponge wet
both sides of the paper. Smooth out “Uie paper on the pad.
Use strokes, pressure, "blending, and mixing as for dry paper.
Try using the chalk as you would a paint, almost brushing on the
color. If the paper dries as you work, add water on the un¬
finished areas, £:iperiment with a rag, sponge, or brush for
texture. Dry on new^aper.
Chalk on Dry Paper
With "both the point and side of the chalk, experiment wli^
various strokes and pressure as for crayon. Bland and mix colors.
Start with a ll^t color and a thin coat so that other colors
and lines can be added. Blend with cotton bits scraps of cloth,
wads of softpaper, or fingers. For highli^ts leave areas of
surface or peper uncolored or use white or light colored chalks.
Stenciling with Chalk
Cut stencils and apply color using same method as for crayon.
How to Fix Chalk
Use a spray gun, and ^ray with:
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Paste melted and tialnned to a consistency of milk; mlxtxire
of 1/3 shellac and 2/3 alcohol which has stood oveml^t;
pottr off clear portion "before vising,
Evalviatlon
The child Is constantly changing. As he develops new feelings
and attitudes, new hahlts and skills, and new knowledges and under¬
standings, these form his behavior pattern. Interest, success, and
satisfaction are essential factors In determining the direction of
growth. Behavior change Is one evidence of growth that has taken
place within the child,^
Evaluation Is closely related to appraisal of development.
It concludes formal and Intuitive Judgement of the pv^ll's progress
as well as the aspect of valuing or determining what Is desirable and
good for the pupil.
Evaluation, to be effective, must be an Integral part of the
whole task of teaching. It should be a continuing process that will
eventually have gathered enou^ evidence to be of genuine worth to
teachers, parents, administrators, and to the children themselves.
Careful planning and systematic review are a part of an effective
program and many devices and Instruments are needed to gather In¬
formation and to make records of the many devices and Instruments
are needed to gather Information and to make records of the many
phases of growth that Is taking place.
In the following section Indicated for evaluation there are
some suggested techniques that teachers of educable mentally retarded
^talo L, De Francesco, Art Education - Its Means and Ends









^ Paste or glue
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BULLETIN BOARD IDEAS
Be cautious at all
times - Don't be a
clown!
Hold those handle bars!
Don't try to swim like a fish!
Watch those stairs, they're slippery!
The above bulletin board could be attractively arranges from the fol¬
lowing materials:
1. Balloons covered with papier mache and pipestem stick figures.
2. The clown can be made from a light bulb for the head, covered with
papier mache coat hangers to form frame for body and covered with
neespaper and paper toweling for smoothness,
paper cup or cone for hat and poster paint.
Allow all papier mache to diry thoroughly
before painting.
The Garden of Words
This bulletin board can very attractively be
arranged from paper plates, construction paper,
tissue paper if desired and poster paint. The paper plate sun and
flowers give the three dimensional effect.
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BULLETIN BOARD, CHARTS AND CREATIVE IDEAS
Can you work this puzzle and finish my dress?
1. I grow in the South
2. I am made from plant fibers
3. I am made by a worm
4. I grow on an animal
5. I eat mulberry leaves
6. Linen is made from part of me
7. I look like a snowball
This idea could serve as seatwor]
while working with other groups
after a study on texture, an
outgrowth of this unit.
Name the Colors
This idea can be used as a chart or bulletin board idea. A color










Non-objective Design Using one
Color
Draw a free form shape large enough to
dominate 12" x 18" drawing paper. Super¬
impose a smaller shape on the first, allow¬
ing it to swing into the background space.
Add one or two additional smaller shapes
for emphasis. Paint in each of the spaces
completely with tempera paint, using
variations of one color only. This creates
an unusual design.
As a variation, many others may be used.
Also
A design similar to this one can be
created from newspaper or designs cut
from a color catalogue or wall paper prints.
When the newsprint is pasted on, this forms
a mosaic.
Designs Knphaslzing Line and Doodling
Freely draw from memory some simple outline form on a sheet of light-
colored paper. The shape should be large enough to dominate the background.
It need not be realistic; an abstract shape can be used. It is fun to fill
in the background or^l^g^^ape Itself with an interesting small line
design repeated many




was not drawn here
because this unit in











Christmas trees of many variations can be made from the following
materials: Pine cones, tissue paper, newspaper (sprayed attractively),
milk cartons, juice can stacked with epoxy glue, styrofoam, tooth picks,
coat hangers, nylon net, cones shaped from poster boards and covered
with broken glass, beads, macaroni shell, plastic bags and many other
materials.
A Christmas Lantern
This lantern will make a
lovely decoration for the








To make playgrotmd sculpture place on a large board some foundation
stones and cover with chicken wire. Feck on wet concrete (mixed according
to directions on package) thickly and pat Into shape of animal desired.
Add poster paint to a separate batch of concrete mix and pat Into
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Block Printing
Some materials used In block printing:
Linoleum
The end of a potato
A large eraserr
A block of wood
A slab of plaster
A piece of hard rubber
The print below can be made by cutting a large potato in half and
etch a design on the cut end. Then Ink it with Ink or paint and stamp
It on paper. Many practical uses can be made of block printing. Some
are listed as follows: Greeting cards, announcements, posters, notepaper,
stationery, programs, booklet covers, table place mats, gift wrapping
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children of the intermediate level may employ. These tools will
prove helpful in assessing the pupil progress in the areas specified
in this study,
A, Check-List for Evalmtion of the Arts and Crafts Piegram
for Educahle Mentally Reteirded Child on the Intermediate
Level:
The px:^ll has:
Confidence in ability to e:<press himself visually
2, Interest in expressing ideas and feelings in
vlsx;ial form
3. Awareness of the environment and power of observation
4. Inventiveness in the areas of ideas and materials
5- Ease and satisfaction in using a variety of tools
and materials
6, Sensitivity to the need for beauty and ability to
create it
7. Understanding and eppreclatlon of the contributions
of other people
^B, Resourcefulness in leisure time activities
Ability to use art experiences to relieve emotional
tension
10, Ability to work in a problem situation
11, Ability to co-operate in grov® activity
12, Idlvlduallty in expression and appreciation of
indivldixality in the work of others
13. Power to produce unity and to give meaning throu^
the organization of line, form, color and texture
14, Ability to choose ideas, materials, techniques
and design in terms of hsi own purpose
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PUPIL’SELF-EVALUATION FORM
Pupil's Name _______________________ Date
Level
Very



























SUMMARY, COKCLUSIORS AHD RECOMMENDATIOKS
The problem involved in this study was to produce a resource unit
useful in teaching Art, and crafts to educable mentally retarded children
at the intermediate level.
Special classes for the educable mentally retarded child are
a relatively new phase of the public schools' curriculum and there
is need for active and concerted efforts in Instimctlonal Inprovement,
In search for help with currlculxim building, teachers of mentally re¬
tarded children must turn in many directions. With these factors in
mind, the writer chose to produce a resource unit that would eisslst in
stimulating other teachers to make other studies in an effort to better
meet the needs of these children.
Curriculum planning for a wide age and ability range creates the
need for new and exciting materials and methods that will stimulate and
encourage the pupils to respond more creatively to the arts and crafts
program. This unit is designed to tzy to discover the abilities of each
child and to provide experiences that will offer them an opportunity to
ei^ress themselves, to solve problems, and to \inderstand and appreciate
their svirroundlngs.
The teaching methods in art that are etqployed for children of re¬
tarded mental development are similar to those which are effective with
normal children, however, slow learners must be motivated to e:^ress
themselves and the themes for expression must be carefully planned
around their interests. These interests are us\xally related to daily
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living at home, at play, at school or in the community. Topics derived
from vicarious e:q>eriences may also serve as a stimulus for expression
if properly motivated. Therefore, the writer feels that since the re¬
source unit is priceless in content and methods for activating the
learning process, teachers of mentally retarded children shovild he able
to secure a wealth of meaningful materials and Instuctional aids from
this source.
Operational steps.—The steps in preparation of this study were as
follows:
1, Selected hooks, magazines, periodicals, pha&plets, charts,
and other materials in the area of arts and crafts were
surveyed for insist and for lists of materials availahle
to teachers within the locale of this study,
2, Resource personnel in the area of arts and crafts were
consulted for interviews and suggested materials for such
a study,
3, Places of interest for field trips were noted after a survey
of the community was made,
4, Currlc\il\im guides and textbooks were surveyed for possible
teaching techniques,
' A resource unit was constructed and orE^inlzed in a final
thesis copy.
Research findings,—A survey of literatTire related to this study
revealed the following points:
1. It was possible to construct a resource unit on Arts and
Crafts at the intermediate level suitable for teaching the
educable mentally retarded child,
2. It was possible to specify suggestions for teachers of educable
mentally retarded children which identified the major principles
concepts and generalizations in the area of arts and crafts
which may be useful to them as background for teaching in this
area.
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3* It was possible to Identify and/or "create" some ^tlvitles
for the educahle mentally retarded child on the intermediate
level from which teachers may select in planning units designed
to achieve the purposes of the teaching-learning processes in
teaching in this area.
4, It was possible to identify kinds of evaluative procedures
by which teachers may ascertain the nature and extent of
progress of the learners in achieving the goals which were
set tp for teaching arts and crafts.
Conclusions.—A study of the arts and crafts program was made in an
effort to develop a unit that would be flexible enough to meet the needs
of a wide age and ability range of educable mentally retarded children.
The findings of this research has led the writer to make the following
conclusive statements:
1. The survey of literature revealed that the arts and crafts
program is concerned with meeting human needs throu^ the
transformation of materials into products. Therefore, it is
essential that the currlcul\im Eurea shoxiLd provide for an
emotional and creative outlet that will allow for the individ¬
ual e:<presslon of all children.
2. Authorities Indicate that the use of resource units should
provide teachers and pvpils with materials which are useful
in attaining the objectives of the general education of the
whole child, considering especially his emotional development.
3. The development of the unit provides only a limited inventory
of suggestions, materials and resources for teachers of the
educable mentally retarded child, therefore the need for the
procTurement of additional resources is still in great demand.
Recommendations.—As a resvilt of this study, its findings and con¬
clusions, the writer offers the following recommendations:
1. It is recommended that more research should be conducted in
all areas of the curriculum for the educable mentally retarded
child. The construction of additional resoiurce \mlts could
offer Invaluable Infoznnatlon to both the researcher as well
as to other teachers.
• The need for mox^ adequate and spacious classrooms has caused
concern to most teauihers in this area and this study has de¬
finitely made the writer more cognizant of this fact.
2
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3* It Is recoimneaded that a program of counselling and guidance
Ije set vip In the elementary schools to assist the mentally
retarded pupils, as wen as their parents to better cope with
their many problems,
4, It is further recommended that more work-shops and in service
classes in the area of mental retardation be made available
to the teachers as well as to principals of these children,
(Many principals seem to know very little about the program),
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